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Experimental evaluation and modeling of the thermal behavior of a TO-247 Mosfet

IBRAHIM MALIK ALJANABI
Department of Energy and Environment
Division of Electric Power Engineering
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

In this thesis, analytical modeling of a MOSFET as well as investigation of its gate drive was performed.
Firstly, the performance of the gate drive circuit during switching mode was tested. In order to do so, four
simple case set-ups consisting of RC circuit were switched by the gate drive. For the first case a large re-
sistor and small capacitor was selected (C = 2.2nF , R = 4.7Ω). For the second case a small resistor and
small capacitor were selected (C = 2.2nF , R = 1Ω). For the third case a large resistor and large capac-
itor were selected (C = 10nF , R = 4.7Ω). For the fourth case a small resistor and large capacitor were
selected (C = 10nF , R = 1Ω). The results in these four cases were in agreement with the results from the
simulation test set-ups.

The next step was modelling a MOSFET thermally using PLECS/Simulink. The analogy between the
electrical and thermal components was used to obtain thermal equivalent circuit diagrams. The sources of
power dissipation which was generated by the device was expressed asP = I ∗ VTJ which correspond
to current sources, and RC elements were used to represent the thermal impedancesZth of the MOSFET
which could be obtained from the manufacture datasheet. Theenergy losses of all internal components in
the module would be dissipated through the thermal impedanceZth.

The power dissipated in the MOSFET in DC operation mode, which was generated by conduction losses
(Pc), was calculated by multiplying the square of the root mean value of the drain current by the on-state re-
sistor. In this experiment, the first power supply was used tocontrol the drain current through the MOSFET
while the second power supply was used to keep the MOSFET on bysupplying a DC source at the gate pin.
The power dissipation and the ambient temperature was measured for each value of the drain current.

The temperature was measured by using a resistor sensor. Thetip of one thermocouple was attached to
the MOSFET while the other thermocouple was positioned approximately 10 cm away from the device to
measure the ambient temperature in the vicinity of the MOSFET device.

The temperature measurement circuit was designed and then the PCB was built and analyzed in the
simulation software Target. After that the PCB was ordered.Three case set-ups were studied. For the first
case the MOSFET without heat sink was tested. The case temperature was measured and compared with
the simulation results. For the second and third tests the MOSFET was screwed onto a small and big heat
sink respectively. In the third and fourth test a thermal isolation pad with thermal resistance of3

◦C
W

was put
between the MOSFET and heat sink. The case temperature, heatsink temperature, and ambient temperature
were measured. The measurement results were in agreement with the results from the simulation test set-
ups.

Index Terms: Gate drive circuit, MOSFET thermal modeling, junction temperature, losses calculation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem background

The implementing of silicon carbide (SiC) offers high speedswitching, high temperature and low size.
Many researches began from the last decade to improve the viability of SiC technology. The losses and
junction temperature of the device are very important issues in any converter design. This can be improved
by using a high switching speed device such as a SiC. However,a main limitation is the stray inductances in
the circuit and EMI restriction. The main limitation of the semiconductor devices capability is the increase
of the power dissipation. In other words, the maximum current and power capability of semiconductor de-
vices are limited by the maximum junction temperature of thedevice. The junction temperature increases
beyond the specific limit due to the switching losses and conduction losses of the semiconductor devices.
Both the electrical and thermal optimization are needed in order to know electrical and thermal properties
of power electronics system. Often the simulation of the semiconductor device is made at a fixed and static
temperature. However, this might not be a suitable approachsince many features of the semiconductor de-
vice is strongly depending on the temperature. Therefore, the temperature is one of the vital parameters to
predict the behaviour of the system [16]. The junction temperature and cycling temperature are important
parameter to maintain the lifetime of the device. The junction temperature is affected by many component
parameters. Thus, the device could be permanently damaged,if the junction temperature exceeds the max-
imum value. For most converters, the switch is required to turn ON/OFF at the entire load current which
gives high switching losses due to largedi

dt
anddv

dt
. As a result, electromagnetic interface (EMI) is produced.

So it is a trade-off between the EMI behaviour and the thermaloptimization of the device.
The percentage of the total heat that flows out through the MOSFET device is important to know. This

importance is due to that it affects the amount of the currentthat can be successfully switched through the
MOSFET. Guaranteeing a low on-state resistance and better flow of heat away from the junction will ensure
the reliability and performance of the MOSFET as a switch device.

1.2 Purpose of the work

The first aim of this thesis is to verify the experimental results with the simulation results of the thermal
model of a MOSFET. The accurate calculation of the temperature is needed to make an integrated effort
between the thermal and electrical design aimed at verifying loss calculation theory. Moreover, a target is to
make thermal measurement on a MOSFET and compare the result with the simulation result of the thermal
model. Moreover, using different sizes of heat sinks, thesewill be used to quantify the effect of cooling on
the MOSFET. In addition, an objective is to calculate the power dissipation for different drain currents. It
is also studied how the temperature act back on the junction temperature and drain-source resistance. Last
but not least, an important aim of this work is to design as much accurate temperature measurement circuit
as possible to measure the case, heat sink, and ambient temperature.
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Chapter 2

Technical background

2.1 Metal-Oxide transistor(MOSFET)

2.1.1 Operating principle

The MOSFET transistor is a majority device which means that there are no excess minority carriers that
must move in or out the device during ON/OFF switching. Therefore, the MOSFET device is faster than a
bipolar device [26]. For the MOSFET transistor there is a stray capacitance and depletion layer capacitance
which can be modelled as shown in Fig. 2.1. Therefore, a current is needed to charge and discharge the
capacitor during turn-on and turn−off. The peak value of this current is limited by the gate resistance and
last only during the charging or discharging of the gate capacitance.

Fig. 2.1Cross section view of n-channel MOSFET

Three important capacitances inherent in a MOSFET structure is shown in Fig. 2.2. The most prominent
capacitor in a MOSFET structure is formed by the gate oxide layer between the gate metallization and
the n+ type source region. It has the largest value (a few nanofarads) and remains more or less constant
for all values ofvgs andvds. The second largest capacitor (a few hundred pico forwards)is formed by
the drain body depletion region directly below the gate metallization in the n- drain drift region. Being a
depletion layer capacitance its value is a function of the drain-source voltagevds. For low values ofvds
(vds < (vgs− vgs,th) the value ofcgd (cgd2) is considerably higher than its value for a largevds as shown in
Fig. 2.7. Although the variation ofcgd betweencgd1 andcgd2 is continuous, a step change in the value ofcgd
at vds = vgs − vgs,th is assumed for simplicity. The lowest value capacitance is formed between the drain
and the source terminals due to the drain body depletion layer away from the gate metallization and below
the source metallization. Although this capacitance is important for some design considerations (such as

3



Chapter 2. Technical background

(a) Cutt-off region (b) Active region (c) Ohmic region

Fig. 2.2MOSFET equivalent circuit during various ON modes

snubber design, zero voltage switching etc) it does not appreciably affect the ’hard switching‘ performance
of a MOSFET. Consequently, it will be neglected in our discussion. From the above discussion and the
steady state characteristics of a MOSFET, the circuit models of a MOSFET in the three main modes of
operation can be drawn as shown in Fig. 2.2 [26].

The most significant change in capacitance is the change in the gate-drain capacitancecgd due to the
change in the voltagevgd. The capacitancecgd is the capacitance of the oxide layer in series with the
depletion layer. A varying voltagevgd will change the length of the depletion layer and thereby also the
capacitancecgd.

2.1.2 MOSFET switching

There are many factors that affect the switching behaviour of a MOSFET transistor such as stray capaci-
tances, switching frequency, etc. A step down converter is used to investigate the behaviour of the MOSFET
transistor switching. Many assumptions are considered forsimplicity. The free-wheeling diodeDf is as-
sumed to be ideal which means that there is no reverse recovery current. Furthermore, the load current is
assumed to be constant during the short switching interval.Finally, the gate drive circuit is assumed to be a
step voltage source to give a voltage step between zero andVGG in series with the gate resistorRG in Fig.
2.3 [5].

Fig. 2.3Step-down converter
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2.1. Metal-Oxide transistor(MOSFET)

•Turn−on procedure

To turn the MOSFET transistor on, the gate drive voltage (vgs) switches from 0 to +VGG. The input capac-
itancecgs is charged from 0 tovgs,th. The equivalent circuit for the MOSFET transistor during this interval
is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. When the gate drive voltage change from0 to VGG, there is an inrush gate current
which can be expressed as [28]

ig =
VGG

RG

(2.1)

WhereVGG is the gate voltage (V),RG is the gate resistor (Ω), andig is the gate current (A).

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.4Two MOSFET turn-on waveforms

Most of the gate current is flowing in the gate−source branch to charge the gate-source capacitance
(Cgs). While, a small portion of this current is flowing through the gate- drain branch. As the voltage on
Cgs increases, the voltage onCgd1 decreases slightly. The input equivalent circuit can be represented by a
series combination ofRG, Cgs andCgd1 as shown in Fig. 2.5(a) [28].

(a) Cutt-off region (b) Active region

Fig. 2.5MOSFET equivalent circuit

5
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(a) Active region (b) Ohmic region

Fig. 2.6MOSFET equivalent circuit

ic = Cin

dvc
dt

(2.2)

whereCin is the equivalent ofCgs andCgd1

Cin = Cgs + Cgd1 (2.3)

cin
dvc
dt

=
Vin − vc

Rc

(2.4)

As a result we can represent

Cindvgs
dt

=
VGG − vgs

RG

(2.5)

This is a first order linear equation that can be solved by

vgs(t) = VGG(1 − exp(−
t

τ1
)) (2.6)

whereτ1 = RG(Cgs+Cgd1). The voltage drop on the diode is zero because it is assumed that the diode
is an ideal diode and the entire load currentIo is free-wheeling in the diode. While, both drain current and
drain voltage are kept constant during this period. Therefore, this period is called a turn-on delay (td,on) [20].

td,on = −RG(Cgs + Cgd) ln(
VGG − vgs,th

VGG

) (2.7)

At vgs(t) = vgs,th, id starts to increase and now the MOSFET enters the active region area where the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.5(b) will apply. The gatevoltagevgs will continue to increase as before.
Then , the drain current (id) starts to rise as a function ofvgs as it is given in below equation [26].

id = gm(vgs − vgs,th) (2.8)

At the end of this interval, the corresponding value ofvgs is vgs,Io andIG is IG,Io as illustrated in Fig.
2.4. The total time it takes forid to reachIo is,

tvgs,Io = −RG(Cgs + Cgd) ln(
VGG − vgs,Io

VGG

) (2.9)

Hence the rise time of the current is

6



2.1. Metal-Oxide transistor(MOSFET)

tri = tvgs,Io − td,on (2.10)

At the end of the rising time of the current, all the current has been transferred from the free-wheeling
diodeDF to the MOSFET transistor. The drain current (id) cannot increase beyond the load current (Io).
Therefore,vgs will remain clamped at thevgs,Io level and the voltage onCgs will be constant as shown
in Fig. 2.4. The MOSFET transistor equivalent circuit can beillustrate as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). While,
the drain−source voltagevds begins to fall from its previous valuevd because the gate currentIG starts
discharge (Cgd) [5].

IG = −Cgd

dvgd
dt

= −
VGG − Vgs,Io

RG

(2.11)

The drain−source voltage can be expressed as

vds = vdg + vgs (2.12)

As mentioned above, the gate−source voltagevgs is kept constant in active region. The drain−source
voltage falls from its initial valuevd to thevds,on.

So

dvds
dt

=
dvgd
dt

=
VGG − Vgs,Io

CgdRG

(2.13)

Solving the above equation yields

vds(t) = vd −
VGG − Vgs,Io

CgdRG

t (2.14)

At the end of the this interval, the MOSFET transistor entersthe ohmic region where thevds,on can be
expressed as

vds,on = IoRon (2.15)

The decrease of drain-source voltagevds,on from vd to vds,on has two intervals. In the first interval, the
MOSFET transistor operates in active region where

vds > (vgs − vgs,th) (2.16)

This can be seen in Fig. 2.7 the value of theCgd1 is small. Therefore, the fall time is short in this interval
as shown in the following equation [5].

7



Chapter 2. Technical background

Fig. 2.7Change of the gate-drain capacitor with the drain-source voltage

tfv1 =
(Vd − vds)Cgd1RG

VGG − vgs,Io
(2.17)

While, when the MOSFET transistor enters the ohmic region, the falling ofvds,on is slower than before
becauseCgd2 ≫ Cgd1 as shown in Fig. 2.4 and the falling time is determined as

tfv2 = ton − td,on − tri − tfv1 (2.18)

At the end of the falling timetfv2, the gate−source voltage (vgs) becomes un-clamped and begins to
increase toVGG with a time constant as in shown in the below equation and the equivalent circuit can be
represented in Fig. 2.6(b) [5].

τ2 = RG(Cgs + Cgd2) (2.19)

•Turn−off procedure

The turn off procedure is the reverse process of the turn on steps. The first step is to reduce the gate voltage
from +VGG to 0. At this time the gate capacitor is charged toVGG (vgs(t = t0) = VGG) and due to this the
gate current will be negative as shown in Fig. 2.8 and can be expressed as

iG(t = 0) = −
VGG

RG

(2.20)

8



2.1. Metal-Oxide transistor(MOSFET)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.8Two MOSFET turn-off waveforms

The drain current is carrying the entire load current which means that there is no current flowing in the
free-wheeling diode. Since the MOSFET transistor is operating in ohmic region, the drain-source voltage
vds is calculated in (2.15). The negative gate current will discharge the capacitor and the gate voltage will
decrease, see Fig. 2.8 [26].

ig = −
VGG

RG

(2.21)

vgs(t) = VGG exp(−
t

τ
) (2.22)

The gate-source voltage decreases until it reaches a constant level wherevgs = vgs,Io, while, the drain
current is equal the load current. The gate−source voltage is

vgs = vgs,th +
Io
gm

(2.23)

Solving the above equations fort = td,off gives

td,off = RG(Cgs + Cgd) ln(
VGG

vgs,th + Io
gm

) (2.24)

When the gate voltage reaches the level when the drain-source current equals the load current, the gate
voltage will be clamped to this level at the end oftd,off . From this time, the gate drain capacitor will be
charged by a negative current which leads to the increase of the drain-source voltage as is visualized in
Fig. 2.8. During the timetrv1, the gate drain capacitor is equal toCgd2 value which is a high value and
during the timetrv2 the gate drain equal toCgd1 value which is low value [26].

As previous,vgs = vgs,Io

ig = Cgd

dvgd
dt

= Cgd

d(vgs − vds)

dt
(2.25)

9



Chapter 2. Technical background

During this interval the source-gate voltage is constant. This yields

ig = −Cgd

dvds
dt

(2.26)

The drain current can also be found

ig =
Vgs(t1)

RG

=
1

RG

(vgs,th +
Io
gm

) (2.27)

With vds(0) = vds,on , the solution is given by

Vds = Vds,on +
1

CgdRG

(vgs,th +
Io
gm

)(t− t1) (2.28)

At t = trv ,vds = Vd solving fortrv yields

trv1 =
(Vd − Vds,on)RGCgd1

vgs,th + Io
gm

− td,off (2.29)

trv2 =
(Vd − Vds,on)RGCgd2

vgs,th + Io
gm

− trv1 (2.30)

When the drain-source voltage reachesVd, the diode starts to conduct and the gate-source capacitance
is discharged leading to decreasing in both gate voltage anddrain current as shown in Fig. 2.8 [26].

At t = 0, vgs(0) = vgs,Io and then

vgs(t) = (Vgs,Io + VGG) exp(−
t− t2
τ

) (2.31)

At t = tfi, vgs = vgs,th. Solving fortfi yields

tfi = RG(Cgs + Cgd) ln(
Vgs,Io

vgs,th
)− trv2 (2.32)

When the gate voltage reaches the threshold voltage, the MOSFET transistor stops to conduct and the
drain current is zero as shown in Fig. 2.8.

2.2 Phase leg converter

The configuration of the phase leg converter ’two quadrant converter ‘ is shown in Fig. 2.9. It consists of
two switchesQ1 andQ2 connecting in series and two diodesD1 andD2. The switchQ1 and the diodeD2

form a buck converter. While, the switchQ2 and the diodeD1 form a boost converter [25]. The voltage in
the two quadrant converter is always positive. While, the current can flow in both direction as illustrated in
Fig. 2.10. This feature is useful in many applications for instance in a battery storage system [17].

10



2.2. Phase leg converter

Fig. 2.9Change of the gate-drain capacitor with the drain-source voltage

Fig. 2.10voltage-current in two quadrant converter

The switching properties can be investigated by using this phase leg converter. When the power flow
is positive it means that both voltage and current are positive as shown in Fig. 2.10. Thus, the converter
is operating in the first quadrant where only the upper switchQ1 and the lower diodeD2 are conducting.
The phase leg converter operates as a step-down converter. However, when the output voltage is higher than
the input voltage, the current will change its direction as the power flow does. In this operation mode, the
phase leg converter is acting as a step−up converter where the lower switchQ2 and the upper diodeD1

will conduct. The equivalent circuit for both operation modes is illustrated in Fig. 2.11(a) and Fig. 2.11(b)
respectively.

(a) buck converter (b) boost converter

Fig. 2.11Operating modes of half bridge converter

To implement the phase leg converter, there are many vital features that need to be taken into the ac-
count. An important aspect is the blanking time. Theoretically, the switch is assumed to be ideal. Therefore,

11



Chapter 2. Technical background

it is possible to consider that the switches in the convertercan be changed simultaneously. However, in
practice, the switches are not allowed to change simultaneously, in order to prevent a short circuit of the
input voltage. So, a few micro seconds are implemented when none of the switches are conducting to pre-
vent acting at the same time. This short time is called blanking time [17]. The blanking time introduces a
reduction of the output voltage.

∆vo = sign(i)
Tb

Ts

V (2.33)

whereTb is the blanking time,Ts is the switching time, andV is the input voltage.

2.3 Drive circuit

The basic function of the drive circuit is to interface between the logic control circuit and the power semi-
conductor device. The drive circuit must be able to provide enough power to switch the device ON or OFF
properly. In the MOSFET device, the drive circuit should achieve a constant gate voltage. Thus, the current
shall charge and discharge the depletion region capacitance during turn-on and turn-off. Any drive circuit
has to achieve several vital aspects such as, minimizing theswitching time to reduce the power dissipation
during the switching transient. Additionally, it has to keep the device ON during the switch-on period and
prevent it from turning-off due to the stray inductance. Similarly, the drive circuit has to keep the device
OFF during the off-state [26]. The drive circuit can also provide an electrical isolation between the control
circuit and the power circuit to provide the control circuitagainst a high fault current.

For any drive circuit, there are three basic functions that should be considered [26]. First, whether the
output signal of the drive is unipolar or bipolar is needed toknow. The advantage of the unipolar drive
circuit is to provide a simple circuit and few components. However, the advantage of the bipolar circuit is
that it can turn-on and turn-off the power switch faster. Secondly, the control signal can be coupled directly
to the power circuit, or the control circuit must be electrically isolated from the power circuit. The third
consideration is if the drive circuit is connected in seriesor parallel with the device. The high requirements
on the switching, the more complexity of the drive circuit isneeded. In this section two types of drive
circuits will be discussed.

The gate resistor is an important component to control the switching behavior of the MOSFET device.
If the amount of the gate current varies, the charging and discharging time of the depletion capacitors will
be changed. Thus, the gate resistor has to be designed properly [27].

As the voltageVGG increases, the gate voltage rises according to

vgs = VGG(1− exp(−
−t

τ
)) (2.34)

whereτ = RG(Cgs + Cgd)

At t = ton, vgs = Vgs,th

Thus,

vgs,th = VGG(1 − exp(−
−ton
τ

)) (2.35)

Solving (2.35) forRG yields
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2.3. Drive circuit

RG =
−ton

(Cgs + Cgd) ln(1−
vgs,th
VGG

)
(2.36)

By changing the gate resistor, the switching time (ton,toff ), switching losses (Eon,Eoff ), turn ON/OFF
peak current,di

dt
, dv
dt

, voltage spike, EMI noise will be affected [27]. If the gate resistor is reduced, the gate
current will increase. As a result, the switching time (ton,toff ) will be faster. Moreover, the switching losses
(Eon,Eoff ) are decreased. However, this causes highdi

dt
anddv

dt
which produces voltage spikes in the switch

and high EMI noise. However, it is the opposite consequencesif the value of the gate resistor is increased
since the switching time is then increased [27].

2.3.1 Simple unipolar MOSFET drive circuit

The drive circuit controls the gate current to switch ON/OFFthe power device as shown in Fig. 2.12. The
drive circuit needs to increase the gate-source voltage (vgs) above the threshold voltage (vgs,th) to turn the
device on. While, the drive circuit has to reduce the gate-source voltage below the threshold voltage (vgs,th)
to turn it off.

Fig. 2.12Simple MOSFET drive circuit

The input of the comparator is the control signal. When the comparator is OFF, the gate current is lim-
ited by resistorsR1 andR2 to achieve fast switching. While, when the comparator is ON,the depletion
capacitance will discharge through the resistorR2 to switch the device OFF. The resistorR2 is an important
component to control the speed of the device switching. The low value ofR2 could achieve a faster turn-on
switching, while, a high value of the power dissipation is obtained during a slow turn-off of the device. So,
it is a trade-off between the speed of switching and the powerdissipation [26].

2.3.2 MOSFET driving circuit,quicker switching

To decrease the power dissipation during the ON/OFF switching, the switching time has to be as fast as
possible. Therefore, a totem-pole arrangement is used to solve this problem as shown in Fig. 2.13. When
the comparator is OFF, the npn transistor of the totem-pole arrangement is turned-on providing a positive
voltage to the MOSFET device to turn it on. While, when the comparator is off, the pnp transistor of the
totem-pole arrangement will turn-on. Thus, the gate will beshorted through the gate resistorRG to the
source. In this case there is no trade-off between the speed of the switching and the power dissipation.
Therefore, the gate resistor has to have a high value [26].
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Chapter 2. Technical background

Fig. 2.13Half bridge rectifier circuit

2.4 Electrically isolated drive circuit

There are many methods of isolating the control circuit fromthe MOSFET device. The simplest method
is by using a passive element such as a pulse transformer. However, there are many limitations in using a
transformer, such as the size of the transformer, transformer saturation, and magnetizing current. All these
factors will reduce the efficiency [1]. Another method is to use a screen opto-coupler as shown in Fig. 2.14.

Fig. 2.14screen opto-coupler

When a positive signal from the control circuit is applied onthe photo diode terminals, there will be a
current flow in the diode causing the LED to turn-on. Both a photo diode and photo transistor are integrated
in the IC. Thus, the light is falling on the base region of the photo transistor. As a consequence, a significant
number of electron-hole pair is generated. Then, the photo transistor is turned on [26].

There is a potential difference between the transistor emitter (ground of the power circuit) and the refer-
ence point of the control circuit. This is due to the turn ON/OFF of the photo transistor. So, there is a stray
capacitor between the photo diode and the base of the photo transistor. Therefore, unwanted re-triggering
of the transistor is possible. To avoid this problem, a metallic screen between the photo diode and transistor
should be used as shown in Fig. 2.14 [26].

14



2.5. Losses in MOSFET

2.5 Losses in MOSFET

The semiconductor switch needs to perform as close as possible to an ideal switch. There are many features
when the semiconductor device operates as an ideal switch asshown below:

• Zero rise time and fall time which means that there is no speedlimitation of the device.

• When the device is in off-state, there is no leakage current.Therefore, the device has an infinite
off-state resistance.

• Limitation on the amount of current and voltage that the device can carry when it is in the conduction
state (on-state) and in the non-conduction state (off-state) respectively.

• Zero on state voltage and resistance when it is in the conduction state (on-state).

The power loss is zero during the switching and conduction periods as shown in Fig. 2.15. As a result,
an ideal switch has 100% efficiency, unlimited power capacity, infinite operating frequency, and no switch-
ing delay is needed.

Fig. 2.15More realistic MOSFET waveforms

While, the practical switch has specific characteristics asshown below:

• Finite rise time and fall time. On the other hand, the device has a limited switching speed.

• Finite on-state and off-state resistor.

• Limited amount of the current and voltage when the switch is in the on-state and off-state respectively.
Therefore, the device has a specific power handling capacity.

• Finite forward voltage drop when the device in the on-state.

The losses of the MOSFET device can be divided into two types;conduction losses (Pc)and switching
losses (Psw). To evaluate the average switching and conduction power losses, a step down converter with
inductive load is used as in Fig. 2.3. The switching current,and voltage waveforms of the circuit are vi-
sualised in Fig. 2.16. For simplicity, a linear approximation of rising and falling time for both current and
voltage is considered. Moreover, the ripple in the load current is neglected as in Fig. 2.16.
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Chapter 2. Technical background

Fig. 2.16Step-down converter

where
Ton: turn-on time.
Toff : turn-off time.
Von: forward conduction voltage during the conduction state.
Voff : dc voltage across the switch during the non-conduction state.
Ioff : leakage current during the non-conduction state.
ION : dc current through the switch when it is on.

The conduction losses can be obtained by multiplying the on-state voltage by the load current

Pd = VonIo (2.37)

The switching losses are the losses dissipated during the transition from on-state to off-state and vice
versa. Both the current and the voltage are not zero during the the transition periods as it is visualized in
Fig. 2.16. The energy dissipated during one turn ON/OFF period is given by

Esw,off = V Io =
trv + tfi

2
(2.38)

Esw,on = V Io =
tri + tfv

2
(2.39)

The switching losses are given by switching frequency multiplication by energy dissipated in the one
switching cycle.

Psw = (Esw,off + Esw,on)fsw (2.40)

2.6 MOSFET junction temperature

Fig. 2.16 shows theoretical turn ON/OFF switching waveforms. The overlapping periods between the volt-
age and the current represents the losses in the switch. Thisis due to the stray inductance in the conductors.
This stray inductance comes from the placement of the components, so they are not physical inductors. The
design of the circuit should be done to minimize the effect ofthese inductors.

To calculate the junction temperature in the MOSFET, the total losses must be known. The total losses
are the sum of the conduction losses and switching losses. Then the junction temperature can be calculated
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2.6. MOSFET junction temperature

as

Ptotallosses = Psw + Pcond (2.41)

Tj = Ta + Ptotallosses ×Rθja (2.42)

whereTj is the junction temperature,Ta is the ambient temperature,Rθja is the junction to ambient
thermal resistor.
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Chapter 3

Case study and simulation analysis of
drive circuit

3.1 case set-up

In this chapter the drive circuit is tested. First, different values of R and C are used in drive circuit instead
of the MOSFET. Then, the MOSFET is used to analyze the switching characteristics of the device during
ON and OFF transients.

3.1.1 Power circuit

Fig. 3.2 illustrates the electrical circuit that is used in this project to study the drive circuit for one MOS-
FET transistor. The DC voltage is applied by DC voltage source through the junctionJ2. The range of DC
voltage source is (0 to 10)V when the MOSFET is tested. A9V battery is connecting through the junction
C1x2. A 30A, 250V fuse is put in series with the DC voltage source to protect theMOSFET against a
probable short circuit that might occur. Two low-ohms high power resistors (0.1Ω) are put in the current
path in order to enable us to calculate the current by the aid of Ohm’s law. Four parallel capacitors are
connected in the input path to stabilize the DC link voltage that is applied to the MOSFET device. Each
capacitor is selected to100µF . Thus, the total capacity of the capacitor bank is0.4mF as it is visualized
in Fig. 3.1. Series connection of resistors and ceramic capacitors are connected at the input voltage to filter
out the ripple in the DC link voltage. Both ceramic capacitors are used since they operate at high frequency
and works for both polarities; positive and negative.

Fig. 3.1DC link Capacitor bank
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3.1. case set-up

An N-channel FAIRCHILD HUF75639G3 is used as a switch device. This power MOSFET has very
low on-state resistance, capable to withstand high power dissipation, low reverse time recovery, low stored
charge, and high efficiency [23]. Table 3.1 shows some of the important specifications of this device.

Table 3.1: MOSFET specification

Part number Package IDmax
(A) Rdson(Ω) Qg(TOT )(ns)

HUF75639G3 TO-247 56 0.021 130

A VS-40CPQ100PBF Schottky diode is used as a free-wheeling diode as shown in Fig. 3.2. This diode
has a low forward voltage drop, high frequency operation, and withstand high junction temperature [30].
Table 3.2 shows some of the important specifications of this diode.

Table 3.2: Schottky diode specification

Part number IFAV
(A) VR(V ) VF (V ) Tj

40CPQ080PbF 40 80-100 0.61 -55 to 175

A current stiff load is used to study the turn-on and turn-offtransient characteristics. This can be
achieved by connecting10mH in series with10Ω through the junctionJ1. A small power resistor (0.25Ω)
is connected between the MOSFET source pin and the ground to measure the drain current.

3.1.2 Drive circuit

The main part of the drive circuit is the isolated, 4 A Dual-Channel Gate Driver ADUM3220. This device
has many features such as

1. It provides a digital isolation between the input and the output. The digital isolation is provided by
a combination of a high speed CMOS and monolithic transformer technology [18]. Therefore, no
external protection is required.

2. ADUM3220 has two output channels. But, it provides a shoot-through protection to prevent both
channels being on simultaneously.

3. High junction temperature range (-40 to 125)◦C
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Chapter 3. Case study and simulation analysis of drive circuit

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the pin configuration of ADUM3220

Fig. 3.34 A Dual-Channel Gate Driver ADUM3220 pin configuration

Two power supplies are required to operate this device. The first power supplyV DD1 for isolated side
A and the second supplyV DD2 for the isolated side B. Bypass capacitors are required at both supply pins
to the ground pins as shown in Fig. 3.4. On the first power supply V DD1, a small ceramic capacitor (10nF )
is selected to bypass the high frequencies [18]. However, two 10nF capacitors are put at the second power
supplyV DD2 to provide the required charge for the MOSFET gate capacitor. The distance between these
capacitors and the supply pins ought not to exceed 20 mm to reduce the stray inductance in the switching
path [18].

Fig. 3.4By passing capacitors of 4 A Dual-Channel Gate Driver ADUM3220

A three terminal regulatorµA78L05C is used to regulate the first power supplyV DD1 that supply
the5V as is visualized in Fig. 3.5. A100nF capacitor is connected on the output terminal to stabilize the
output voltage at5V [29]. In addition to that , two9V batteries are connected in series through the junction
C1x2 as shown in Fig. 3.2. A three terminals regulator L78S12CV isshown in Fig. 3.6 is used to regulate
the second power supplyV DD2 at 12V . A 100nF capacitor is connected at the L78S12CV output pin to
stabilize theV DD2 at 12V . A TTL signal is applied through the junctionC1x4 to the ADUM3220 at the
VIA pin. The output voltage at the pin VOA is theVGG . A gate resistor is connected between the MOSFET
gate pin and the ADUM3220 output pin VOA.
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3.2. Experimental set-up

Fig. 3.5µA78L05C electrical connection

Fig. 3.6L78S12CV electrical connection

3.2 Experimental set-up

The measurement is divided in two scenarios. In the first scenario, the performance of the drive circuit is
tested four times by using different values ofRCs circuit. However, the drive circuit is used to study the
switching characteristics of the MOSFET in the second scenario. The gate voltageVGG, gate-source voltage
VGS , and gate current are investigated in this section. The gatecurrent is recorded by two different methods.
The first method is by using a differential probe on the gate resistor. However, the gate current is observed
by using a rogowski coil in the second method. Both methods have a delay time which comes from the
measurement instrument but rogowski coil has more delay time than the differential probe.

3.2.1 RC setup circuit

Fig. 3.7 shows the gate drive circuit that is used to study theperformance of the drive circuit by connecting
a simple RC circuit.
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Chapter 3. Case study and simulation analysis of drive circuit

Fig. 3.7L78S12CV electrical connection

The path from the output of ADUM3220 (VGG) to the gate-source voltage (Vgs) is affected by the values
of the gate resistor (RG) and the gate-source capacitor (Cgs). However, the stray inductance of the drive
circuit is assumed to be small, and as a result it can be neglected [27]. The output response of the network
can be determined according to

V (t) = V0(1− exp(−
t

τ
)) (3.1)

In the first test, a low value of the time constant (RG = 4.7Ω, Cgs = 2.2nf ) circuit are selected. The
rise time is obtained according to

V (t) = V0(1− exp(−
t

τ
)) ⇐⇒

V (t)

V0

= (1 − exp(−
t

τ
)) (3.2)

The rise time is the time required for a signal to increase from 10%to 90% of its final value

0.1 = (1 − exp(−
t1
τ
)) 0.9 = (1− exp(−

t2
τ
)) (3.3)

Solving fort1 andt2 gives

t1 = τ(ln(10)− ln(9)) t1 = τ ln(10) (3.4)

Then

tr = t2 − t1 = τ ln(9) (3.5)

whereτ = RC. substituting it in (3.5)

tr = ln(9)τ (3.6)

The rise time of the gate voltage (VGG) and the gate-source voltage is15.35ns and28.25ns respectively.
As the gate voltage increases, the gate-source voltage increases after a delay and therefore the gate current
flows in positive direction. When the gate-source voltage isequal to the gate voltage (at steady state), there
is no current flowing in the circuit which is shown in Fig. 3.9.However, in the negative edge of the gate
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3.3. Drive circuit simulation analysis

voltage, the gate-source voltage decreases slower thanVGG and therefore a negative gate current flows in
the circuit.

In the second test, a small value of the gate resistor (RG = 1Ω) and the same gate-source capacitor is
used. During the turn-on, the gate-source voltage increases as the gate voltage increases. There is a small
difference betweenVGG andVgs because of the small voltage drop over the gate resistor. As shown in
Fig. 3.9, there is an oscillation in the gate-source voltageuntil it reaches the steady state. As a result, the
gate current also oscillates. There is also an oscillation in the gate current during the turn-off transient as
shown in Fig. 3.9.

In the third test, a high value of the gate-source capacitor (10nF ) and the gate resistor (RG = 1Ω) are
selected. There is no oscillation in the gate current in boththe turn-on and turn-off period that is due to the
big capacitor that is selected as shown in Fig. 3.10. The risetime of the gate voltage and the gate-source
voltage is39.93ns and51.55ns respectively.

Finally in the fourth test, a high value of the gate resistor (RG = 4.7Ω) is selected. However, the
gate-source capacitor remains the same. The voltage drop onthe gate resistor is high and therefore a big
difference between the gate voltage and the gate-source in both turning-on and turning-off period occurs
as is visualized in Fig. 3.10. The rise time of the gate voltage and the gate-source voltage is34.51ns and
133.6ns respectively.

In all the tests above it is observed that there is a delay timein the gate current measurement if the
rogowski coil is used. This is due to the delay in the electronic components of the rogowski coil.

3.3 Drive circuit simulation analysis

In this part the drive circuit is modelled by using a SIMPLORER from (ANSOFT Corp.). By implementing
this model make it is possible to simulate the gate voltage, gate-source voltage, and gate current. It is also
possible to observe the change in the switching transient ofthe voltage and the current by changing the gate
resistor and/or the gate-source capacitance.

Fig. 3.8 visualizes the drive circuit model which is implemented in SIMPLORER. The gate voltage
(Vgg)is modelled by using a±6 V pulse generator. To simulate the correct rise time of the gate voltage a
basic RC circuit is used. The path from the output of the ADUM3220 to the gate of the MOSFET creates a
stray inductance. Since this distance is less than10mm, 5nF is put in series with the gate resistor.20nH

is the internal inductance of the gate according to the data sheet. Therefore, it is essential to add this value
to the model to get better simulation results.
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Chapter 3. Case study and simulation analysis of drive circuit

Fig. 3.8Drive circuit simulation circuit

Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 show both the simulation results and the measurement results. One can say that
the simulation curves and the measurement curves match eachother at steady state(12V ). However, during
the transients there are mismatch between them and that is probably due to error in measurement or error in
modelling of the stray inductance of the drive circuit.
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Chapter 4

Thermal model

Any power electronic components consume electric power andconvert it into heat which is another form of
energy [19]. Heat is produced when the total power dissipation under a specific load condition comprises the
conduction and switching loss. The junction temperature and cycling temperature are important parameters
to maintain the lifetime of the device. The junction temperature is affected by many component parameters.
Thus, the device will be permanently damaged, if the junction temperature exceeds the maximum value. For
hard switching converters, the switch requires to turn ON/OFF at the entire load current which gives high
switching losses due to largedi

dt
and dv

dt
. As a result, electromagnetic interference (EMI) is produced. So it

is a trade-off between the EMI behaviour and the optimal thermal behavior of the device. The percentage
of the total heat that flows out through the MOSFET device is important to know. This importance is due to
that it affects the amount of the current that can be successfully switched through the MOSFET. Keeping
a low on-state resistance and better flow of heat away from thejunction will ensure the reliability and
performance of the MOSFET as a switch device.

A power semiconductor thermal design is important for a reliable operation. If the temperature rating is
violated, the device safe operating area is reduced. As a result, the device might suddenly fail. The junction
temperature can be calculated by knowing the thermal impedance and the power dissipation of the device.
In a power MOSFET, there are six physical layers that describe the device heat transfer as is visualized in
Fig. 4.1.

Fig. 4.1MOSFET layers

The chip temperature which is caused by power dissipation, and a safe operation area that is limited by
the virtual junction temperature. The term virtual junction temperature is used due to non-homogeneous of
the chip temperature. However, the junction to case thermalimpedance (Zthjc) of the device is calculated
by the virtual junction temperature by assuming a homogeneous cooling of the device [2]. In practice, the
operating junction temperature has to be between the maximum and minimum allowed value of the junction
temperature even in overload situation. The case temperature is the temperature of the plastic housing
material of the semiconductor device. Usually the case temperature is less than the junction temperature.
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Chapter 4. Thermal model

Moreover, the heat sink surface temperature can be described by the heat sink temperature. The temperature
of the heat sink rises due to the absorption of the power dissipation by the heat sink. To understand the
propagation of heat within the MOSFET device, the heat transfer mechanism needs to be recognized. In
fact, heat is transferred in three different ways: conduction, convection, and radiation. Conduction is ’the
transfer of energy through matter from particle to particle‘ [3]. In a MOSFET, the heat conduction will
take place from the chip junction through solid materials. However, the other two heat transfer mechanism,
convection and radiation, are more complicated than conduction. Convection is ’the transfer of heat by the
actual movement of the warmed matter. For example, heat leaves the coffee cup as the currents of steam
and air rise ‘ [3]. In another words, convection takes place when there is a temperature difference between
a solid surface and the surrounding gas which is a contact with the surface of the solid. Convection depends
on the heat transfer area and the temperature difference

Pconvection = 1.34A
(∆T )1.25

(dvertical)0.25
(4.1)

where
Pconvection: heat transfer per second (W).
A: Vertical area of the body (m2).
∆T : temperature difference between the solid surface and air (◦C).
dvertical:Vertical height of the body (m) .

The heat sink carries out this propagation of heat from the MOSFET device to ambient air. Radiation is
’electromagnetic waves that directly transport energy through space. Sun light is a form of radiation that is
radiated through space without the aid of fluids or solids ‘ [3]. Radiation occurs at high temperature when
the surface receives and emits the radiative heat from the surrounding

Pradiation = ǫσ(T 4
h − T 4

c ) (4.2)

where
Pradiation: heat transfer per second (W).
ǫ: emissivity of the object.
σ: Boltzmann constant 5.6703× 10−8 ( W

m2K4 ).
Th: absolute temperature of the hot body (K).
Tc: absolute temperature of the surrounding (K).

Radiation mechanism is strongly depending on the4th order of the heat. For a large object, the radiation
has to be included in thermal analysis. For simplicity reasons, a one dimensional heat flow (heat conduction)
is assumed in this project [8].

∂2T

∂x2
=

cρ

λth

∂T

∂t
(4.3)

where
λth: thermal conductivity (wm−1c−1).
c: thermal capacitance (J

kgK
).

ρ: density of the material (kg/m3).
T : temperature (K).
λth: coordinate in the direction of heat propagation.

Fig. 4.2 shows the electrical analogy model of a transmission line which is the closest model that can
represent the heat conduction [22].

∂2u

∂x2
= C′L′ ∂

2u

∂t2
+ (C′R′ +G′L′) +

∂u

∂t
++G′R′u (4.4)

where
C′: capacitance per unit length (F

m
).

R′: resistance per unit length (Ω

m
).
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G′: transverse conductance per unit length (Ω−1m−1).
L′: capacitance per unit length (H

m
).

Fig. 4.2Transmission line

Putting the linear capacitor and resistor to zero we obtain

∂2u

∂x2
= G′L′ ∂u

∂t
(4.5)

The transmission line wave (4.3), depicts all the wave properties such as propagation, reflection, etc,
while, the heat conduction (4.5) depicts the heat diffusionprocess [9]. An electrical model of the transmis-
sion line is illustrated in Fig. 4.3

Fig. 4.3Simplified electrical model of the transmission line

By the principle of circuit duality, the above model can be transformed as shown in Fig. 4.4

Fig. 4.4Transformation by the principle of duality

The equation above becomes

∂2i

∂x2
= R′′C′′ ∂i

∂t
(4.6)

Thus, the structure of the relationship (4.6) is similar to that of the heat transfer equation (4.3) [9].
Therefore, both the electrical domain and the thermal domain are similar and have the same principles. As
a result, all the principles of electrical circuit analysisare applied to the thermal circuit analysis, especially
when it is related to thermal conduction. The through variable in an electrical circuit is the current that
flows from one point to another as in Fig. 4.5 [7]. However, theacross variable in the electrical domain is
the voltage difference between two points which forces the current flowing between A and B. The across
variable in the thermal circuit is the power which forces thethrough variable, heat, to flow from one point
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Chapter 4. Thermal model

to another point as in Fig. 4.5. The resistance in both systems has the same principle. So, it is not surprising
that fundamental equation such as ’ohm’s law ‘ of electricaldomain also can be applied in thermal domain.
Moreover, the symbols of the electrical circuit can be used in thermal circuit.

Fig. 4.5Basic principle of electrical and thermal domain

The equivalence between thermal and electrical quantitiescan be defined in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Definition of physical magnitudes

Electrical Thermal

Description Units Description Units

Electrical potential difference V (volt) Temperature difference T (celsus eller kelvin)

Stored charge C (Q(t) =
∫ t

0
i(t) dt) Stored heat J (Q(t) =

∫ t

0
p(t) dt)

Electrical current A (i = C
S

) Heat flow W (W = J
S

)

Electrical resistance Ω (R = d
σ×S

) Thermal resistance K
W
or

◦C
W

(RTH = T
W

)

Conductivity 1

Ωm
(σ = A

V×m
) Thermal Conductivity W

Km
(λ = W

T×m
)

Electrical capacitance F (A×V
S

) Thermal capacitance W×S
K

(CTH = P×S
T

)

ohm’s law ∆V = I ×R ohm’s law ∆V = P ×RTH

(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

The thermal capacitance and thermal resistance in the analogy with the electrical transmission line
equivalent circuit are considered as a variables related tothe unit length as shown in Fig. 4.6. Moreover, in
the thermal equivalent circuit, the electrical power source p(t) is stand for as a heat source.

Fig. 4.6thermal model

However, it is possible to simplify the model by consideringeach thermal capacitance and thermal re-
sistance as a resistance and capacitance that is describinga homogeneous volume. Thus, a particular case
can be represented by the segment structure as shown in Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7Thermal segmented model of a real case

It is essential to know the differences between the electrical and thermal domains to avoid some mis-
understandings. The first difference between these two domains is that the lumped circuit elements such as
capacitors, resistors, inductors, etc. are allowed to be used in the electrical circuit analysis. That is due to
the fact that the current path is defined by the current. Whereas, the heat flow is diffusing by one of the three
heat transport mechanism from the heat source. However, thethermal lumped components such as thermal
resistance and capacitance are used for thermal analysis. But, we should remember that many assumptions
are made for simplification purposes.The second differenceis that the isolating devices in electrical models
are not required. However, it is important to include it in the thermal model to obtain a proper thermal
model. The third difference is that the measuring tools of the thermal circuit and electrical circuit are shown
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in Table 4.2 [7].

Table 4.2: Test and evaluation tools in electrical mode and thermal mode

Electrical domain Thermal domain

Wattmeter Heat flux meter

Oscilloscope Infrared camera

Voltage probe Thermocouple

4.1 Effective thermal impedance

4.1.1 Manufacturer’s data

Understanding the transient behavior of the thermal response will help the designer to select the adequate
heatsink [7]. Most electronics manufacturers provide the thermal parameters needed. For instance, the ther-
mal resistance of the HUF75639G3 that is used in this projectis shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Thermal resistances

Parameter Symbol Test conditions MIN TYP MAX Units

Thermal resistance junction to case RTHjc
TO-247 - - 0.74

◦C
w

Thermal resistance junction to ambientRTHja
TO-247 - - 30

◦C
w

The thermal impedance consists of a combination of thermal resistance and thermal capacitance from
junction to case of the semiconductor device. For a pulse train, as it is customary in practice, the manufac-
turer provides a graph showing the thermal impedanceZth(t) relative to the actual frequency and the duty
cycle of the pulse train rectangular power dissipation in the component as is visualized in Fig. 4.8. On this
curve we can see that for pulsestp higher than100ms, the value of the thermal impedance tends to be equal
to the value of the thermal resistance.
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∣
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Fig. 4.8Effective thermal impedance using only one thermal time constant
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4.1. Effective thermal impedance

Fig. 4.9 shows the simplified thermal model used by MOSFET manufacturers

Fig. 4.9Equivalent electrical model of the thermal system of a powercomponent

4.1.2 Mathematical relationship

It should be noted that the temperature (T) is defined as an increase in temperature from a reference temper-
atureTref .The equivalent thermal impedance value depends on the timewhen the heat source (P) is active
and on the pulse train duty cycle.

Fig. 4.10Thermal response to a pulse train of heat

During the timetp, the occurrence of power pulses, temperature, heat source side believes according to
the relationship

T (t) = PRTHJC

(

1− EXP (−
t

RTHJC
CTHJC

)

)

+ TminEXP (−
t

RTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.7)

During the absence of a heat source, the temperature decreases according to the relationship

T (t) = TmaxEXP (−
t

RTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.8)
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The maximum and minimum temperature can be found

Tmax = T (to+tp) = PRTHJC

(

1− EXP (−
tp

RTHJC
CTHJC

)

)

+TminEXP (−
tp

RTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.9)

Tmin = T (to + Tp) = TmaxEXP (−
Tp − tP

RTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.10)

Tmin = TmaxEXP (−
tp(1 −D)

DRTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.11)

whereD =
tp
Tp

Solving

Tmax = PRTHJC

1− EXP (−
tp

RTHJC
CTHJC

)

1− EXP (−
tp

DRTHJC
CTHJC

)
(4.12)

Tmin = PRTHJC

1− EXP (−
tp

RTHJC
CTHJC

)

1− EXP (−
tp

DRTHJC
CTHJC

)
EXP (−

tp(1−D)

DRTHJC
CTHJC

) (4.13)

If a duty cycleD = 1, the heat source (p) is constant

Tmax = Tmax = PRTHJC
(4.14)

The average temperature of the heat source is defined as

Tmax =
1

Tp

Tp
∫

0

T (t) dt (4.15)

After some calculations

T = DPRTHJC
(4.16)

The definition of the thermal impedance is given by the following relationship

Tmax = PZTHJC
(4.17)

then

ZTHJC
= RTHJC

1− EXP (−
tp

RTHJC
CTHJC

)

1− EXP (−
tp

DRTHJC
CTHJC

)
(4.18)

The effective thermal impedance junction to case depends onthe duration of conduction (tp) and the
duty cycle. This relationship can be illustrated by the graph in Fig. 4.8.

4.2 Thermal model development

4.2.1 General

Thermal modelling of a component is a complex operation involving finite element analysis. Such an ap-
proach is not realistic in most cases. Manufacturers can circumvent this problem by proposing values of
thermal resistances and thermal capacitances by segmenting the volume of the component into several sig-
nificant parts.
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4.2. Thermal model development

4.2.2 Segment structure of thermal model

Assumption and constraints

The practice shows that the segmentation of the semiconductor structure into partial volumes is not vital
when the following features are considered:

1. The thickness and the succession of layers should be chosen so that the thermal time constant (τ =

RC) goes in ascending in the direction of heat propagation. A better result is obtained for a growth
time constant by factor 2-8 between two layers [9].

2. If the silicon surface where heat is generated is smaller than the cross section of the conducting
material, the effect of lateral diffusion occurs. Practiceshows that heat propagation in homogeneous
layer can be described by an angle of expansion (α = 40◦). There is one restriction if a layer has a
low thermal conductivity (cumulative effect) [9].

Fig. 4.11Thermal model of a power MOSFET structure

3. Dimensions and thermal characteristics of each volume element traversed by the heat flux must be
determined precisely. This is since if a short duration power dissipation pulses occur, the heat capacity
of these layers has a major influence on the thermal impedanceof the system. The equivalent circuit
shows that the thermal capacitance of this volume always appears in parallel to the flow of heat [9].

In power MOSFETs, the epitaxial layer and the array of the layers are corresponding to the heat
source. For complex geometries, the thermal model is only being roughly estimated. In this case, it
may be necessary to use a finite element analysis in order to improve the accuracy. It is also possible
for a component, which is provided at least in the form of a prototype, to change the values of the
equivalent circuit based on a measurement and comparison ofthe profile of junction temperature. The
practical procedure is to heat the component with a specific power dissipation (PD) until it reaches
a stationary junction temperature (Tj1). In principle, knowledge of the temperature is given by an
indirect measurement. Indeed, the temperature dependenceof several parameters of the component
is known. Usually the measuring voltage drop (VF ) of an integrated diode into the structure. By
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Chapter 4. Thermal model

removing the power dissipation (heat source), it is possible to plot the cooling curveTJ(t). The
transient thermal impedance is

ZTH(t) =
Tj1 − Tj(t)

Pi

(4.19)

The transient thermal impedance contains the full description of the system thermal behavior. As a
fist approximation, the system can be considered as linear aslong as the temperature dependence
of the specific materials is ignored. Once the transient thermal impedance known, it is possible to
determine the junction temperature (TJ ) for any power dissipation profile.

Tj(t) = To +

t
∫

0

p(τ)dZTH(t− τ) dτ (4.20)

whereTo is the initial temperature,dZTH(t) is the derivative with respect to time of (4.19).’Differential
of the step response of the thermal impedance (impulse response is not directly measurable‘ .

To be able to use the results of a measuring thermal simulation, it is necessary to find an equivalent
electrical network whose step response describes the transient thermal impedanceZTH(t). If only the
profile of the junction temperature (Tj) is of interest, there is an unlimited number of electrical equiv-
alent networks to describe the cooling curve with an acceptable accuracy. There are two prevailing
topologies:

(a) Fractional equivalent circuit

The first connection is called Fractional equivalent circuit or foster thermal equivalent circuit. Each
layer in the MOSFET is represented by RC pairs. The thermal capacitance is connected in parallel to
the thermal resistance as shown in Fig. 4.12 . By applying thetwo port analysis, the transfer function
for this simple RC circuit is

H(S) =
V

I
= Z(S) =

1

G+ CS
(4.21)

Fig. 4.12Basic RC circuit

The cascade network is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The originality of this system has a simple mathematical
form where the step response thermal impedance is given by

ZTH(S) =
1

GTH1
+ SCTH1

+
1

GTH2
+ SCTH2

+ ...+
1

GTHn
+ SCTHn

(4.22)
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4.2. Thermal model development

Fig. 4.13Foster thermal equivalent circuit

This property simplifies the determination of the values of the equivalent circuit diagram and calculates
its step response. This explains the popularity of this equivalent network. Therefore, this technique is
supplied by most of data sheets [4].
This network must be considered as a ’black box ‘ . So, it is possible to correctly describe the curve of
the junction temperature at the input terminal of the black box. However, the internal nodal voltage of
the equivalent circuit cannot describe the real temperature distribution. Moreover, the internal network
structure has no physical meaning. Therefore, it is impossible to access the network at point X to
extend (such as with the thermal equivalent circuit of heat sink). In this case, the entire system has to
be measured. Then, all the values of thermal resistances andcapacitances need to be recalculated [9].

This assertion can be removed as follows. Open node X to replace the equivalent circuit of a heat sink as
a couple ofRTH , CTH and assume a temperature step (Tj) at the input node. Immediately at the output
of this network, this temperature step would appear in differentiated form. This is due to the capacitor
of the network (capacitive divider) which is physically impossible. However, in reality, the storage en-
ergy in the thermal capacitor depends on the volume element absolute temperature. In this network, the
stored energy is proportional to the difference between twonodes. As a result, if the thermal description
extension is needed, this network equivalent circuit is unsuitable to use it in the simulation model [9].

(b) Natural equivalent circuit

The circuit of heat conduction is called natural equivalentcircuit or Cauer thermal equivalent circuit
which is derived from the theory of the transmission lines. The thermal capacitance is connected in
the node between two thermal resistances and the reference point as shown in Fig. 4.15. The reference
temperature in the thermal circuit is selected to be zero. Moreover, the ambient temperature is modeled
as a temperature source. This network describes only the temperature distribution between equivalent
elements and the physical elements (Chip, si substrate , Isolation layer, Solder layer, Base plate, Ther-
mal grease, etc) correctly [4]. The transfer function for the basic element of the Cauer network (see
Fig. 4.14) is

H(S) =
V

I
= Z(S) =

1

G+ CS
(4.23)

Fig. 4.14Basic thermal RC circuit
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For a cascade Cauer network as illustrated in Fig. 4.15, the impedance is

ZTH(S) =
1

SCTH1
+ 1

1
GTH1

+ 1

SCTH2
+ 1

1
GTH2

+ 1

SCTH3
+...+ 1

1
GTHn

(4.24)

Fig. 4.15MOSFET Cauer network
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Chapter 5

Temperature measurement

5.1 Temperature measurement

A resistance-temperature detector (RTD) ’is a temperature sensing device whose resistance increases with
temperature ‘ [12]. In industrial application, there are three types ofRTD sensors constructions can be
used; coil , thin film , and wire−wound.

Different metals can be used for the construction ofRTD sensors such as Platinum, Copper, or Nickel.
However, Platinum is the most popularRTD sensor. This is due to that the Platinum has relatively linear
resistance-temperature curve over a wide temperature range. While, Copper and NickelRTD have a limited
temperature range. To define the resistance-temperature relationship, the Callendar-Van Dusen equation is
commonly used [21].

Rt = Ro[1 +At+Bt2 + C(1− 100)t3] (5.1)

where
Rt: RTD resistance at temperature (T).
Ro: RTD resistance at 0◦C.
A,B,C: Callendar-Van dusen coefficients.
t: temperature (◦C).

The constant C is zero above 0◦C. Solving (5.1) fort we get

t =
−Ro ×A+

√

((Ro ×A)2 − 4×B × (Ro −R))

2×Ro × B
(5.2)

Another important parameter is the resistance-temperature coefficient which is described as [6].

α =
R100 −Ro

100Ro

(5.3)

Based on the international practical scales, the PlatinumRTD can be represented by one of three stan-
dardized curves as shown in Table 5.1 [21]- [10].

Table 5.1: Callendar-Van Dusen constants

Standard Temperature coefficient A (C−1) B (C−2) C (C−3)

DIN 43760 0.003850 3.908× 10−3 −5.8019× 10−7 −4.2735× 10−12

American 0.003911 3.9692× 10−3 −5.8495× 10−7 −4.2325× 10−12

ITS 0.003926 3.9848× 10−3 −5.870× 10−7 −4.0000× 10−12
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Chapter 5. Temperature measurement

A typical resistance-temperature curve for a PT1000 element is shown in Fig. 5.1, whereα = 0.003850

and the PT1000 resistance at 0◦C is 1000Ω.
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Fig. 5.1Typical characteristics of a PT1000 element

5.2 RTD measurement circuit

To measure the resistance of the PT1000 element, a known current is passing through it. Then the voltage
across the device is measured. Thus, the resistance of the PT1000 element can be computed by knowing
both the current and voltage. Then, this resistance is used for temperature calculation.

A Wheatstone bridge is another method to calculate the resistance of aRTD. The Wheatstone bridge
consists of four resistors as shown in Fig. 5.2. Three of themare fixed resistors. However, the fourth is a
variable resistor. A constant voltageVin is applied to Wheatstone bridge [13].

Fig. 5.2Wheatstone bridge circuit

Voutput = Vb − Va = Vin

RTD

R+RTD
− Vin

R

2R
(5.4)

=
Vin

2
[

RTD

R+RTD
−

R

R+RTD
] (5.5)

Therefore, any variation in the PT1000 resistance results avariation in theVoutput of the Wheatstone
bridge as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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5.2. RTD measurement circuit
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Fig. 5.3Voltage versus temperature

A simple temperature measurement circuit is designed in this project. The overall temperature measure-
ment system is presented in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.4Voltage versus temperature

The input to the system is a PT1000 device. At 0◦C, the output voltage of Wheatstone bridge is designed
to be zero. The PT1000 converts the change of the temperatureto a resistance change. Therefore, the
Wheatstone bridge becomes unbalance due to this resistancechange. As a result the output voltage of
the Wheatstone bridge will deviate from zero. Generally, this change in the output voltage is small. So, a
differential amplifier with a specific gain is used to increase the output voltage level. A simpleRC low
pass filter to eliminate the possible interference on the amplifier output whose frequencies above the cut-off
frequency of the low pass filter as shown in Fig. 5.5 will be used.
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Fig. 5.5Passive low pass filter

The transfer function of the low pass filter is described by

H(S) =
Vo(S)

Vi(S)
(5.6)

The Laplace domain description for the RC filer transfer function is

H(S) =
1

RC

S + 1

RC

(5.7)

where, S is a complex number.
For sinusoidal signals, S can be approximately equal to (jw).

S ∼ jw (5.8)

By substituting (5.8) in (5.7) we get

H(S) =
1

RC

jw + 1

RC

(5.9)

wherej is complex coefficient, andw is radian frequency (rad/sec). Then the numerator is just a real
part. While, the denominator is a complex number. Finding the magnitude, the numerator is just a real
number. However, to find the magnitude of the denominator, the standard process is followed by taking the
square root of the summation of squaring both real and t imaginary part .

|H(jw)| =
1

RC
√

w2 + ( 1

RC
)2

(5.10)

This equation is described the low pass filter because

• If w = 0 which is basically a DC input, The amplitude is equal to 1.

• If w = ∞ which means a high frequency signal, The magnitude will become zero.

• If w = 1

RC
which is called the cut-off frequency, the magnitude decreases by -3db or goes to 0.707

point.

In another word, this transfer function passes low frequencies and rejects high frequencies. The corre-
sponding phase shift angle of the low pass filter can be obtained according to

∠H(jw) = −tan−1(
w

RC
) (5.11)

A Lab view program is used to enable the user to plot the valuesof the temperature over the time on
a waveform chart. Moreover, it shows the final values of the temperature and the output voltage from the
measurement board . The Lab view code is designed to store theprevious values. Therefore, the user can
see the change of the temperature over the time.
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5.3. Temperature measurement case set-up

5.3 Temperature measurement case set-up

A platinum-chip temperature sensor (PCA style PT1000) is selected to measure the temperature of the
MOSFET device since it has fast response and linear characteristics. Table 5.2 illustrates some specifica-
tions of the PT1000 device.

Table 5.2: PT1000 specification

Type Inaccuracy Temperature coefficient Measuring range Resistance range Dimension L*W*H

PT1000 Klass A 3.850× 10−3(◦C−1) (-70 to 600)(◦C) 20-5000 (Ω) 5× 1.5× 1 (mm)

The deviation limit of class A PT1000 is defined according to

∆T = ±(0.15 + 0.002× T ) (5.12)

For instance, the measurement tolerance at 0◦C temperature is±0.15◦C . However, the tolerance at
100◦C is±0.75◦C.

The Wheatstone bridge which is visualized in Fig. 5.2 is balanced only if the values of the resistors are
equal according to (5.5). As mentioned above, the Wheatstone bridge is designed to be balanced at 0◦C.
Thus, the values of the resistors (R) is selected to be (1000Ω). Since the value of the PT1000 element is
1000Ω at 0◦C. The input voltage of the Wheatstone bridge is5V . From the PT1000 specifications, the resis-
tance range of the PT1000 element is(20−5000)Ω. Therefore, the output voltage of the Wheatstone bridge
is negative if the PT1000 resistance value (20 6 RTD < 0)Ω. However, the output voltage is positive if
the resistance of the PT1000 is in the range (0 < RTD 6 5000)Ω. In another word, the negative voltage
implies a negative temperature is measured but the positiveoutput voltage means a positive temperature is
measured.

An accurate and low noise instrumentation amplifier INA122 has been chosen for the purpose is shown
in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6INA122 pin configuration and connection

The device is operated with a5V dc power supply. To keep the power supply voltage stabilized, a0.1µF
is connecting to ground. The output voltageVo is the difference between the two inputsVin+ andVin− with
a specific gain [15].

Vo = (Vin+ − Vin−)G (5.13)

whereVin+ is the input voltage at pin 3,Vin− is the input voltage at pin 2,G is the gain of instrumen-
tation amplifier. The voltage level from the Wheatstone bridge is amplified by an instrumentation amplifier
when the voltage from the bridge is in the mV range, and this requires a high resolution for accurate A / D
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conversion. This amplifier has a gain level (G) which is determined by the value of the external resistorRG

according to the following equation

G = 5 +
200K

RG

(5.14)

where, the200kΩ is the internal resistor of INA122. The gain that can be obtained is varied from5 to 20

as shown in Table 5.4 . In the practical measurement circuit,the INA122 with gain5 is selected. Therefore,
the external resistorRG is not connected.

Table 5.3: The gain of instrumentation amplifier for differentRG values

Desired Gain RG(Ω)

5 NC

10 40 K

20 13.33 K

50 4444

1000 201

10000 20

The value of R and C of low pass filter is selected (1000Ω, 0.47mF ). Thus, the cut-off frequencyfc Hz
is obtained according to (5.16).

wc =
1

RC
= 2127.66rad/sec (5.15)

fc =
1

2πRC
= 338.63Hz (5.16)

Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 shows the Matlab Simulation for low passfilter.

Fig. 5.7Step-down converter
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Fig. 5.8Step-down converter

Table 5.4 visualizes the temperature and the voltages for different values of the PT1000 resistance.

Table 5.4: Practical measurement

RTD(Ω) Voutput(bridge) Voutput(instrumentation amplifier) Voutput(L.P.F) Temperature (◦C)

1079 0.096 0.49 0.49 20.3
1118 0.141 0.704 0.704 30.4
1308 0.332 1.68 1.68 79.7

5.4 Printed circuit Board

The PCB is used to connect the electrical components electrically by using copper traces on an isolated
layer. The PCB is usually glued on the substrate to protect the copper from the oxidizing. To arrange a PCB
design requires a lot of knowledge about layout design. In this project a two layer PCB is designed for
temperature measurement. The top layer is selected for the positive supply voltage and the bottom layer is
selected for the ground. Many copper traces across the PCB from the top layer to the bottom layer is made
by drill holes which may create a stray inductance.

Target 3001 is a CAD software which is used to convert a schematic circuit to a PCB layout. This soft-
ware is provided in Germany by the IBF company. The software provides schematic blocks and the actual
size of many component in the library. However, if the component is not available in the library, the user
has to create the schematic block and figure out the actual size of this component. In the schematic layer,
all the components are put in their desired positions and areconnected by the copper traces. The color of
the connecting copper line is green if the connection is correct otherwise the color of the connection line is
cyan if the line is unconnected.

When the design is completed, the user goes from the schematic to the PCB viewer. In the PCB view,
the components are put on the correct positions, the width ofthe copper traces are fixed according to the
currents that are passing through these copper traces, and the diameter and the thickness of the drill holes
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are specified. The size of the PCB is (95.25× 137.43)mm.The 3D PCB designed is visualized in Fig. 5.10.

Fig. 5.9 shows the circuit configuration of five channels which is used to measure the temperature. The
input voltage to the PCB is applied through a9v battery. A three terminal regulator (µA78L00) is used
to regulate the voltage to4.932V . Three capacitors (0.33nF , 10µF ,100µF ) are placed on the regulator
output to smooth the dc link voltage.
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Fig. 5.10Temperature measurement PCB layout
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5.5 Lab view

In this work, two measurement circuits are used. The voltagesignal from each channel in the measuring cir-
cuit is connected to a control panel via a coaxial cable whichin turn is connected to an ADC of a computer.
To save the continuous change of the voltage of each channel over the time, a Lab view software is used as
it is visualized in Fig. 5.13 . The LAB VIEW program is designed as a while-loop that for each iteration
obtains 1,000 samples from each channel. A mean function in the program is used to average these samples
and then write them to a text file with8 columns, one column for each channel as shown in Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.12 shows the control panel of the Lab view program in which the last mean voltage value of each
channel is given. The sampling frequency is selected to 1000Hz, which means that each iteration in the
while loop is one second. When the desired time is reached, the stop button in the control panel is pressed
to interrupt the while-loop and stop the program.

Fig. 5.11Example of 22 samples of 8 channels

Fig. 5.12Control panel of Lab view
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5.6. Calibration

All collected data from Lab view must now be treated mathematically to derive a temperature. Ideally,
two steps are used to determine the temperature:

Step1 The resistance of the PT1000 element is calculating according to the following equation.

RPT100 =
Vchannel

4.933∗5
+ 0.5

0.5− Vchannel

4.933∗5

(5.17)

The collected data of each channel has to be divided by5 which is the gain of the instrumentation am-
plifier.

Step2 After knowing the resistance of the thermometer, the temperature can be calculated according
to

TPT100 =
−a+

√

a2 − (4× b× (1 − RPT1000

1000
))

2× b
(5.18)

a and b are selected according to Table 5.1

a= 3.908×10−3 .

b= -5.8019×10−7 .

The equations inStep1 andStep2 are easily be implemented in MATLAB to obtain the ideal tempera-
ture over time curve. Fig. 5.1 illustrates that the PT1000 resistance increases linearly with the temperature.
This means, for instance that, all wires have zero internal resistance, all the resistors which are used in the
measurement circuit board are100% identical, and all the components are ideal. But this is not the case
since the results from the measurement circuit is far from linear due to non-negligible differences between
the channels. In order to obtain reliable results, the PT1000 element must be calibrated against a reference
temperature. This process is described in Sec. 5.6.

5.6 Calibration

The calibration is a comparison between the theoretical results of the device and the results from the device
under the test. When all the PT1000 resistance are placed in auniform known temperature, different voltage
levels are recorded in each channel for the various different temperature. This indicates that the circuit has
characteristics that are far from the ideal case which is described in the previous section. Therefore, this
theory can not be used to measure the voltage. As a result, thesystem must be calibrated to obtain the most
exact measurement. The voltage from each channel must be registered for different temperatures. Then,
a mathematical temperature function (T = f(v)) curve in Matlab is adapted to these points. An external
thermometer with an uncertainty of measurement (−0.5◦C). To ensure that the reference temperature and
the sensors are in the same ambient temperature, an environment with absolutely homogeneous temperature
should be created. This is achieved by putting all the PT1000sensors and the external temperature sensor
together in a Thermos filled with water. Boiled water is poured into the Thermos. After5 minutes, when the
temperature has stabilized, the voltage levels of all channels and the external thermometer temperature are
registered. By pouring in a small amount of cold water, stirring in the Thermos, an extended temperature
range can be obtained. As the temperature stabilizes again,new voltage levels and the current temperature
of the external thermometer is recorded again. This processis repeated for the range of15 − 95◦C. The
temperature references are chosen arbitrarily over the measurement interval.

Fig. 5.14 shows the difference between the theoretical temperature against the voltage which is obtained
by implementing (5.17) and (5.18) in MATLAB and the other is the curve fitting of the data points for one
channel of the measurement circuit. The curve fitting is drawn in Matlab by forming two vectors, one for
the temperature of the thermometer and the other for the voltage levels of each channel. Then, a quadratic
function is used to create the temperature against the voltage curve since it matches the calibration points
properly. Therefore, each channel in the measuring circuithas an associated temperature function which is
only valid for that channel.
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Fig. 5.14Temperature VS. voltage comparison of ideal and fitting curve
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Chapter 6

Experimental set-up and simulation
analysis

6.1 Experimental set-up

In this section, three different tests are performed to measure the case temperature, heat sink temperature,
ambient temperature. Then the junction temperature is calculated, estimated, and plotted versus the drain
current.

In this work, the power dissipation is dominated by pure conduction losses which are caused by the drain
current and the on-state resistance of the MOSFET. The change of the on-state resistance and the amount of
heat that flows out of the MOSFET device affect the amount of current which can be switched successfully
by the device. There is no switching loss included in this experiment because it is difficult to read the on-
state value accurately during the switching transient. Thetest circuit that is used in the experiment is shown
in Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.1Circuit arrangement for temperature measurement

The circuit consists of two voltage sources. The first voltage is connected between the gate and source
of the device and it is selected to be higher than the threshold voltage (Vgsth

) to keep the MOSFET on. The
second voltage source acts as a current source. This is used to set the drain current that flows in MOSFET
in order to heat up the device. Heat sink and case temperaturehave to be stabilized. Therefore, the drain
current is driven continuously for (60 minutes).
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The drain-source voltage and the drain current are measuredby using an accurate voltmeter with sub-
mill volt and ammeter with sub-milliamp respectively as shown in Fig. 6.1. The power dissipation is calcu-
lated by multiplying the drain-source voltage by the drain current.

Pd = IdVdson(Tj) (6.1)

The drain -source voltage depends on the junction temperature. As it is mentioned above only the DC
operation mode is tested, therefore, the drain-source voltage is recorded at the steady state (after 60 min-
utes). The internal temperature of MOSFET rises due to the power dissipation that flows out of the device.
This heat is affected both the performance and reliability of the MOSFET [19]. The junction temperature is
calculated by using the following equation

T j = Pd(RTHjc
+RTHcs

+RTHsa
) + Tambient (6.2)

where(RTHjc
is the junction to case thermal resistance,RTHcs

is the case to heat sink thermal resis-
tance,(RTHsa

is the heat sink to ambient thermal resistance, andTambient is the ambient temperature.

6.2 Simulation analysis using PLECS

Comparing the simulation results with the measurement results obtained from the experiment is the best
way to validate our thermal model. A one dimensional thermalequivalent circuit is modeled. However, the
heat transfer by radiation is not included in the simulationfor simplicity. The radiation power dissipation is
such a small object is low that can be neglected safely. Table6.1 shows the radiation power dissipation for
both heat sinks which are used in this project.

Table 6.1: Radiation power dissipation

Small heat sink (test 1) Big heat sink (test 2)

Theatsink Tambient Pradiation Theatsink Tambient Pradiation

35.31 28.23 0.000171068 30.55 28.95 0.00607308

41.82 29.06 0.000436424 33.28 29.64 0.00163811

50.14 29.77 0.001029842 35.76 29.65 0.003105783

65.75 32.14 0.003278806 41.09 30.24 0.007254456

82.4 31.19 0.008401671 45.23 31.06 0.011719988

PLECS(symbole) is the Simulink program that is used for modeling our thermal network. PLECS
(Piecewise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation) is a Simulink toolbox for system-level simulations of elec-
trical circuits developed by Plexim [14] . This program is designed for power electronics systems. The
advantage of PLECS is the high-speed simulation of the powerelectronics networks. Both electrical and
thermal circuit is modeled as it is visualized in Fig. 6.2. The gate-source voltage is set to10V . However,
the DC current source is connected to the drain. The power dissipation is calculated by using a multipli-
cation math tool box for both the drain current and drain-source voltage. The error between the simulated
drain-source voltage and the measurement is too small is about 0.3% so does the power dissipation which
indicates that the electrical circuit is simulated correctly. The interface between the electrical circuit and the
thermal model is done by the heat sink as shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Chapter 6. Experimental set-up and simulation analysis

To model the thermal network, the MOSFET thermal description has to be separated from the electrical
data sheet. The thermal editor dialog is used to create and edit the thermal data sheet as shown in Fig. 6.3.
The turn-on and turn-off switching losses are not included in the simulation. Therefore, all these values are
set to zero. However, the conduction loss has to be created.

Fig. 6.3MOSFET thermal description in PLECS

The conduction loss is defined by using a 2D lookup-table. Thedrain-source voltage is a function of
the drain current and the device temperature (V dson=f(Id,Tj)). The on-state voltage is obtained for two
different temperatures, 25◦C and 160◦C. The voltage at 25◦C is extracted from the drain current versus
drain-source voltage curve which is given by the data sheet (see Fig. A.4). However, the drain-source voltage
at the maximum junction temperature (160◦C) is obtained by normalize the drain-source voltage at 25◦C
and the result is shown in Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.4.
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Table 6.2: Drain-source voltage normalization

Id(A) Vdson at(25◦C) Vdson at(175◦C)

0 0 0
1 0.014 0.028
2 0.032 0.064
3 0.052 0.104
4 0.07 0.14
5 0.088 0.176
6 0.11 0.22
7 0.127 0.254
8 0.147 0.294
9 0.169 0.338
10 0.193 0.386

11.2 0.22 0.44
13.4 0.3 0.6
15.6 0.35 0.7
18.7 0.45 0.9
20 0.5 0.1

Fig. 6.4current versus drain-source voltage at two different temperature(25◦C and 175◦C)

PLECS always uses a Cauer thermal equivalent network to model the thermal impedance of the device
from junction to case. In the data sheet, the Foster thermal equivalent circuit is supported (see Fig. A.9).
Therefore, the transformation from Foster to Cauer networkis implemented using the following procedure

1. The impedance of the Foster network (4.22) can be written as

Z(S) =
an−1S

n−1 + an−2S
n−2 + ...+ a1S + a0

bnSn + bn−1Sn−1 + ...+ b1S + b0
(6.3)

2. The first value of Cauer capacitance is found by inverting (6.3)and subtracting the value of the first
capacitance [11].

Y1(S) =
bnS

n + bn−1S
n−1 + ...+ b1S + b0

an−1Sn−1 + an−2Sn−2 + ...+ a1S + a0
− C1S (6.4)

Y1(S) =
(bn − C1an−1)S

n + (bn−1 − C1an−2)S
n−1 + ...+ (b1 − C1a0)S + b0

an−1Sn−1 + an−2Sn−2 + ...+ a1S + a0
(6.5)
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Then

C1 =
bn

an−1

(6.6)

3. The first value of the Cauer resistance can be found according to the following

Z1(S) =
an−1S

n−1 + an−2S
n−2 + ...+ a1S + a0

(bn − C1an−1)Sn + (bn−1 − C1an−2)Sn−1 + ...+ (b1 − C1a0)S + b0
−R1 (6.7)

Z1(S) =
(an−1 − R1(bn − C1an−1))S

n−1 + ...+ (a1 −R1(b1 − C1a0))S + (a0 −R1b0)

(bn − C1an−1)Sn + (bn−1 − C1an−2)Sn−1 + ...+ (b1 − C1a0)S + b0
(6.8)

R1 =
an−1

bn − C1an−1

(6.9)

4. To calculate the next value of the resistance and the capacitance, the procedure from (1 to 3) must be
repeated.

Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 show the transformation results fromFoster to Cauer thermal resistance and
thermal capacitance respectively.

Table 6.3: Foster to Cauer thermal resistance conversion

Thermal resistance(◦C/W)

Thermal resistance Foster Cauer
RTH1

0.0005 0.00311

RTH2
0.0015 0.01074

RTH3
0.02 0.0698

RTH4
0.09 0.1959

RTH5
0.19 0.1959

RTH6
0.29 0.1165

Table 6.4: Foster to Cauer thermal capacitance conversion

Thermal capacitance(J/◦C)

Thermal capacitance Foster Cauer
CTH1

0.0028 0.001056

CTH2
0.0046 0.0009371

CTH3
0.0055 0.0009228

CTH4
0.0092 0.003488

CTH5
0.017 0.01427

CTH6
0.043 0.07497
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6.2. Simulation analysis using PLECS

Three simulation tests results are compared with the measurement results:

6.2.1 Test1

Measurement results

In this test, the MOSFET is not mounted to any heat sink. The MOSFET is isolated from the PCB by using
thermal isolation paper to measure the correct temperature. To stop the air flow and get a balance and non-
fluctuating temperature, the circuit is put inside a plasticchamber. Two thermocouples (PT1000) are used
in this test; the first PT1000 element is glued on the case of the MOSFET to measure the case temperature
while the second PT1000 element is used to measure the ambient temperature inside the chamber box. The
case, and the ambient temperature are measured by passing different drain currents (6A, 8A, 10A) through
the MOSFET as shown in Fig. 6.6 to Fig. 6.8. A drain current of12A resulted in a substantial increase in
the junction temperature. Fig. 6.5 shows the temperature increases incredibly by passing12A through the
MOSFET.

Fig. 6.5Experimental test of MOSFET withId=12 A
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Fig. 6.6Experimental measurement withId=5.993 A
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Fig. 6.7Experimental measurement withId=7.99 A
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Fig. 6.8Experimental measurement withId=9.89 A

Table 6.5 shows the power dissipation for various drain current, steady state case temperature measure-
ment and steady state ambient temperature.

Table 6.5: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Id (A) Vdson (V ) Pd (W ) Tcase (◦C) Tamb (◦C)

5.993 0.138 0.8270 46.38 24.95

7.99 0.229 1.8297 73.7 25.8

9.89 0.402 3.9758 118 26.3

The junction temperature is calculated according to (6.2) as shown in Table 6.6. The junction to ambient
thermal resistance (RTHja

) is the only thermal resistance that exists if the MOSFET is not mounted onto
heat sink. The value ofRTHja

is 30
◦C
W

which is founded in the data sheet [23]. Moreover, the junction tem-

perature is estimated by normalizing the calculated on-state resistance (Vdson

Id
) using the normalized drain

to source on resistance versus the junction temperature as shown in Fig. A.5.

Table 6.6: MOSFET junction temperature calculation for different drain current

Pd(W) RTHja
(◦C/W) Tamb (◦C) Tjcalc.

(◦C) Tjestim.
(◦C) Error(%)

0.8270 30 24.95 49.76 47.7 4.32
1.8297 30 25.8 80.69 76.6 5.34
3.9758 30 26.3 145.57 138.8 4.88

Both power dissipation and junction temperature increase for various drain current as shown in Fig. 6.9
and Fig. 6.10 respectively.
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Fig. 6.9Power dissipation versus drain current

Fig. 6.10Junction temperature versus drain current

The on-state resistance is a function of drain current, gatevoltage, and MOSFET temperature. All
MOSFET data sheet provides the relationship between the on-state resistance and the temperature. As the
junction temperature increases, the on-state resistance has to be modified according to the following rela-
tionship [24].

Rdson(TJ) = Rdson(25
◦C)(

TJ

300
)2.3 (6.10)

where the value ofRdson(25
◦C) is 0.021Ω which is obtained from the data sheet [23] andTJ is the

junction temperature in Kelvin (K).

The on-state drain-source resistance is calculated using two methods. The first method by dividing the
drain-source voltage by the drain current. However, the second method is calculated by using (6.10). The
results and error of calculating the on-state resistance byusing these two methods are visualized in Ta-
ble 6.7. Fig. 6.11 shows how the on-state drain-source resistance for various drain currents by using these
two methods.
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Table 6.7: Error in the drain-source resistance by using twomethods

Id(A) Vdson (V) Rdson method1 (Ω) Rdson method2 (Ω) Error(%)

5.993 0.138 0.0230268 0.023563 2.27
7.99 0.229 0.0286608 0.029083 1.45
9.89 0.402 0.040647 0.042843 5.12

Fig. 6.11Drain source resistance versus drain current

Now, the percentage of the heat that flows out through gate, source,and drain pin of the MOSFET device
is calculated. Fig. 6.12 shows the cross section of the MOSFET pin. The energy flow per unit time that flows
from the high temperature end to the the lower temperature end is

Pd =
λhW∆T

I
(6.11)

whereλ is the material thermal conductivity (w
m◦C

), ∆T is the change of the temperature in each Pin
(◦C), andh, b, d is the MOSFET pin dimensions (m).

Fig. 6.12MOSFET pin configuration

To measure the change of the temperature in each pin of the device, six thermocouples (PT1000) are
used as illustrated in Fig. 6.13. On each pin, one PT1000 element is put on the top and the other is put
in the bottom. Another two PT1000 elements are used to measure the case temperature and the ambient
temperature. A drain current of (9.89A) is tested. The drain-source voltage (Vdson )of the MOSFET without
heat sink for this drain current is0.402V . Table 6.8 shows the percentage of the power dissipation in each
pin of the device.
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Fig. 6.13PT1000 positions on the MOSFET

Table 6.8: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Type Ttop(◦C) Tbottom(◦C) Pd(W )

Drain 114.1 91.49 0.2238

Source 83.07 61.74 0.2112

Gate 65.87 61.12 0.047

The total power dissipation is (3.976W ). However, the total power dissipation of drain, source, and gate
pin is (0.482W ) which means that12% of the energy flows through the MOSFET pins and88% of the
energy flows through the case.

The thermal resistance for each pin is calculated by using (6.11). Table 6.9 shows the dimensions and
the thermal resistance for each pin.

Table 6.9: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Type h(mm) I(mm) W (mm) RTH (
◦C
W

)

Drain 0.6 16 1.2 101.02

Source 0.6 16 1.2004 100.99

Gate 0.6 16 1.199 101.06

The maximum chip temperature for the MOSTFET is175◦C. To be on the safe side, the temperature
on the semiconductor is often designed so that the temperature is kept under100◦C with help of additional
cooling. This has mainly to do with the fact that the life length of the chip is temperature dependent, high
temperature reduces the life length drastically. To lower the temperature, two different heat sinks are tried
out as they illustrate in test 2 and test 3.
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6.2. Simulation analysis using PLECS

Simulation analysis

The MOSFET in this test is not mounted onto a heat sink. Therefore, only junction to ambient ther-
mal resistance (RTHja

) is modeled in thermal simulation model as illustrated in Fig. 6.14. The value of
RTHja

= 30
◦C
W

is founded in the MOSFET data sheet as it is illustrated in Table 4.3. In PLECS, this re-
sistance is divided into two resistance; junction to case thermal resistance (RTHjc

= 0.74
◦C
W

) and case to
ambient thermal resistance (RTHca

= 29.26
◦C
W

). To simulate the thermal rise time of the case temperature
a thermal capacitance is connected from the case point to thereference point which is calculated according
to

tr = 2.2RThCTH (6.12)

Table 6.10 shows the thermal capacitance for different drain current. The ambient temperature is set as
a constant temperature source as it is visualized in Fig. 6.14. The junction temperature and case temperature
are measured and compared with the measurement results. Themaximum error between the simulation and
measurement is about± 5.9%.

Table 6.10: Thermal capacitance which is used in PLECS

Pd (W) RTHjc
(Ω) RTHca

(Ω) τTH (sec) CTH ( J
◦C

)

0.8270 0.74 29.26 485 7.53

1.8297 0.74 29.26 530 8.23

3.9758 0.74 29.26 541 8.40

Fig. 6.14Thermal and electrical simulation model for the MOSFET without heat sink
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Fig. 6.15 to Fig. 6.17 show the simulation result for each power dissipation step.
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Fig. 6.15Measurement and experimental results withId=5.984 A
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Fig. 6.16Measurement and experimental results withId=7.99 A
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Fig. 6.17Measurement and experimental results withId=9.93 A

Table 6.11 shows the percentage error between the simulation and experimental results

Table 6.11: Measurement and simulation thermal calculation error

Pd Tcasemeasur. Tcasesim. Error%

0.8270 46.38 47.59 -2.543

1.8297 73.7 74.18 -0.647

3.9758 118 123.1 -4.143

6.2.2 Test2

Measurement results

The MOSFET is screw-mounted onto a 50mm*50*12mm (KS 50) heatsink. A thermal isolation pad is put
between the MOSFET device and the heat sink to ensure a good thermal contact. The thermal resistance
of the isolation pad (RTHcs

) is 3.7
◦C
W

which is extracted from the data sheet (see Fig. A.15). Moreover,
the thermal resistance of the heat sink (RTHsa) can be extracted from the data sheet for different power
dissipations (see Fig. A.15) . Three thermocouples (PT100)are used in this experiment set-up. The first one
is attached on the MOSFET case to measure the case temperature. The second thermocouple is mounted in
the heat sink to measure the temperature of the heat sink. Thelast thermocouple is used for measuring the
ambient temperature as shown in Fig. 6.18. Two tests are donein this part:

1. The circuit is put inside a plastic chamber to stop the air flow as shown in Fig. 6.18 and in Fig. 6.19.
Fig. 6.20 to Fig. 6.24 visualize the measurement for different power dissipation by passing different
drain currents through the device.
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Fig. 6.18Schematic experimental case-up

Fig. 6.19Experimental case-up
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Fig. 6.20Experimental measurement withId = 5.993A
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Fig. 6.21Experimental measurement withId = 7.99A
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Fig. 6.22Experimental measurement withId = 9.89A
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Fig. 6.23Experimental measurement withId = 12.31A
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Fig. 6.24Experimental measurement withId = 13.99A

To sum up, the power dissipation for various drain current and the steady state case, heat sink, ambient
temperatures are shown in Table 6.12.

Table 6.12: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Id Vdson Pd Tcase Theatsink Tamb

5.993 0.126 0.7552 36.66 35.31 28.23

7.99 0.182 1.4542 46.51 41.82 29.06

9.89 0.251 2.4824 59.25 50.14 29.77

12.31 0.381 4.6901 83.01 65.75 32.14

13.99 0.511 7.1489 105.7 82.40 31.19

The junction temperature is calculated according to (6.2) as shown in Table 6.13. The values of
the junction to case thermal resistance (RTHjc

) and the case to source thermal resistance (RTHcs
) are

extracted from the data sheet of the MOSFET and the thermal isolation pad respectively. The source to
ambient thermal resistance (RTHsa

) is extracted from the temperature to power dissipation curve for
various power dissipation which is supported by the data sheet. Moreover, the junction temperature is
estimated by using the normalized drain to source on resistance versus junction temperature as shown
in Fig. A.1.

Table 6.13: MOSFET junction temperature calculation for different drain current

Pd RTHjc
RTHcs

RTHsa
Tamb Tjcalc.

Tjestim.
Error

(W ) (◦C/W) (◦C/W) (◦C/W) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (%)

0.7552 0.74 3 9.7 28.23 38.175984 40.1 4.79
1.4542 0.74 3 9 29.06 47.193874 48.46 2.61
2.4824 0.74 3 8.4 29.77 59.236088 60.56 2.18
4.6901 0.74 3 7.2 32.14 82.183367 84.3 2.51
7.1489 0.74 3 7 31.19 106.038983 109.7 3.34
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The power dissipation is increased as the drain current is increased. As a result the junction tempera-
ture is also increased as the drain current increases as shown in Fig. 6.25 and Fig. 6.26 respectively.

Fig. 6.25Power dissipation versus drain current

Fig. 6.26Junction temperature versus drain current

The data sheet on-state drain-source resistance is determined by using (6.10). Dividing the drain-
source voltage by the drain current gives the calculated on-state drain-source resistance. The results
and error of calculating the on-state resistance are visualized in Table 6.14. Fig. 6.27 shows how the
on-state drain-source resistance for various drain currents by using these two methods.
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Table 6.14: Error in the drain-source resistance by using two methods

Id(A) Vdson (V) Rdson method1 (Ω) Rdson method1 (Ω) Error(%)

5.993 0.126 0.0210245 0.02064217 1.82
7.99 0.182 0.022778 0.02234205 1.91
9.89 0.251 0.02538 0.024908645 1.86
12.31 0.381 0.03095 0.029569162 4.46
13.99 0.511 0.03653 0.034898263 4.47

Fig. 6.27Drain source resistance versus drain current

2. In this part, a fan is put in front of the MOSFET to cool it as shown in Fig. 6.28 . The case, heat sink,
and ambient temperatures are measured and the steady-stateresults are shown in Table 6.15. This ta-
ble shows the on-state resistance (Rdson ) which is calculated by dividing the drain-source measured
voltage by the measured drain current. This resistance is used to estimate the junction temperature
depending on the normalized drain to source on resistance versus junction temperature curve.

Table 6.15: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Id Vdson Pd Rdson Tcase Theatsink Tamb Tjestimated

(A) (V ) (W ) (Ω) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C)

5.993 0.122 0.7311 0.020357 29.01 26.85 26.54 31.35

7.99 0.171 1.366 0.0214017 33.8 27.23 26.91 34.7

9.89 0.222 2.1956 0.0224469 39.05 27.34 27.01 39.5

12.31 0.285 3.5084 0.0231827 45.8 27.89 27.32 46.05

13.99 0.356 4.9810 0.0254496 53.17 28.69 27.44 53.5
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Fig. 6.28Forced air cooling experimental set-up

Using air forced cooling, the source to ambient thermal resistance (RSa) reduces depending on the
speed of air. The maximum reduction of this thermal resistance is approximately a factor of 4. The
minimum and maximum reduction of the power dissipation by using air forced cooling are3.19%
and30.23% respectively as shown in Fig. 6.29.

Fig. 6.29Reduction in power dissipation by using air forced cooling

In this case, the power dissipation from the case to the ambient is higher than the power dissipation
with chamber box. As a result, both the drain-source resistance and the junction temperature reduces
as shown in Fig. 6.30 and Fig. 6.31. The maximum and minimum reduction on the drain-source re-
sistance is3.17% and30.33% respectively. Whereas, The maximum and minimum reduction on the
junction temperature is17.88% and49.55% respectively.
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Fig. 6.30Reduction in drain source resistance by using air forced cooling

Fig. 6.31Reduction in the junction temperature by using air forced cooling

The thermal resistance by using air forced cooling reduces approximately a factor of2 which is cal-
culated using (6.2). Table 6.16 shows the junction to ambient thermal resistance (RTHjc

+ RTHcs
+

RTHsa
) by using chamber box and forced air cooling.
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Table 6.16: Total thermal resistance reduction by using forced air cooling

Id (A) RTHja
(Chamber box) (

◦C
W

) RTHja
(Forced air cooling) (

◦C
W

)

5.993 13.44 6.579

7.99 12.74 5.703

9.89 12.14 5.688

12.31 10.94 5.338

13.99 10.74 5.232

Table 6.20 shows the heat sink thermal resistance which is calculated by using the following equation.
The junction to case thermal resistance is0.74

◦C
W

and the case to source thermal resistance is3
◦C
W

.

RTHsa
= RTHja

− RTHjc
−RTHcs

(6.13)

Table 6.17: Heat sink thermal resistance reduction by usingforced air cooling

Id (A) RTHsa
(Chamber box) (

◦C
W

) RTHsa
(Forced air cooling) (

◦C
W

) Reduction factor

5.993 9.7 2.839 3.4

7.99 9 1.963 4.6

9.89 8.4 1.948 4.3

12.31 7.2 1.598 4.5

13.99 7 1.492 4.6

Simulation analysis

Fig. 6.2 is the simulation model which is used in this test. The case temperature and heat sink temperature
are compared with the measurement results. The maximum error between the simulation and measurement
is about is about±5 %. The 3D heat transfer from the junction to the ambient is modelled as a 1D heat
transfer path and this is the first source of the error betweenthe simulation and measurement results. Only
the thermal resistance of the isolation pad is modelled in the thermal network and its value is obtained from
the data sheet. However, its thermal capacitance is not included in the simulation network since it is not
supported by the data sheet and that is the second source of the error. Moreover, for better results the ther-
mal resistance and capacitance of the chamber box should be included in the simulation. The thermal model
of the heat sink is modelled by a thermal capacitance and a thermal resistance. The value of the thermal
resistance is obtained from the data sheet. However, the thermal capacitance is calculated by calculating the
rise time of the heat sink temperature by using (6.12). In each power dissipation step, the heat sink thermal
resistance value is set to a fixed value in the simulation and it is extracted from the data sheet temperature
to power dissipation curve. However, in reality this value change slightly with the temperature of the heat
sink and that is another source of the error. Table 6.18 showsthe junction to case thermal resistance, case to
source thermal resistance, source to ambient thermal resistance, and heat sink thermal capacitance.
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Table 6.18: Thermal capacitance which is used in PLECS

Id (A) RTHjc
(
◦C
W

) RTHcs
(
◦C
W

) RTHsa
(
◦C
W

) τTH (sec) CTH ( J
◦C

)

5.993 0.74 3 9.7 879 41.19

7.99 0.74 3 9 843 42.57

9.89 0.74 3 8.4 822 44.48

12.31 0.74 3 7.2 780 49.24

13.99 0.74 3 7 769 49.94

Fig. 6.32 to Fig. 6.36 show the simulation result for each power dissipation step.
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Fig. 6.32Measurement and experimental results withId = 5.984A
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Fig. 6.33Measurement and experimental results withId = 7.99A
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Fig. 6.34Measurement and experimental results withId = 9.89A
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Fig. 6.35Measurement and experimental results withId = 12.31A
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Fig. 6.36Measurement and experimental results withId = 13.99A
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Table 6.19 shows the percentage error between the simulation and experimental results

Table 6.19: Measurement and simulation thermal calculation error

Pd Tcasemeasur. Tcasesim. Error% Thsmeasur. Thssim. Error%

0.748 36.66 36.99 -0.892 35.31 34.83 1.359

1.4542 46.51 45.43 2.322 41.82 41.34 1.148

2.4824 59.25 56.71 4.287 50.14 49.62 1.037

4.6901 83.01 79.92 3.722 65.75 65.07 1.034

7.1489 105.7 103.2 2.365 82.4 81.58 0.995

Table 6.20 shows the heat sink thermal resistance which is calculated by using the . The junction to case
thermal resistance is0.74

◦C
W

and the case to source thermal resistance is3
◦C
W

.

RTHsa
= RTHja

−RTHjc
−RTHcs

(6.14)

Table 6.20: Heat sink thermal resistance reduction by usingforced air cooling

Id (A) RTHsa
(Chamber box) (

◦C
W

) RTHsa
(Forced air cooling) (

◦C
W

) Reduction factor

5.993 9.7 2.839 3.4

7.99 9 1.963 4.6

9.89 8.4 1.948 4.3

12.31 7.2 1.598 4.5

13.99 7 1.492 4.6

6.2.3 Test3

Measurement results

In this test, the MOSFET is screw-mounted onto a 50mm*50*12mm (KS 108) heat sink. The thermal resis-
tance of the heat sink can be obtained from the data sheet for different power dissipations (see Fig. A.17 ).
A thermal isolation pad with thermal resistance of (3.7

◦C
W

) is put between the MOSFET and the heat sink.
Three PT1000 sensors are used to measure the case, heat sink and ambient temperature. There are also two
parts in this test :

1. The MOSFET and the test circuit are put inside a chamber boxas shown in Fig. 6.19. Fig. 6.37 to
Fig. 6.41 visualize the measurement for the case, the heat sink,and the ambient temperature by pass-
ing different drain current through the device.
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Fig. 6.37Experimental measurement withId = 5.993A
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Fig. 6.38Experimental measurement withId = 7.99A
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Fig. 6.39Experimental measurement withId = 9.89A
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Fig. 6.40Experimental measurement withId = 12.31A, Vdson = 0.323V
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Fig. 6.41Experimental measurement withId = 13.99A

To sum up, the steady state results are shown in Table 6.21.

Table 6.21: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Id Vdson Pd Tcase Theatsink Tamb

5.993 0.121 0.7252 30.92 30.55 28.95

7.99 0.172 1.3743 36.55 33.28 29.64

9.89 0.227 2.2450 42.71 35.76 29.65

12.31 0.323 3.9761 54.08 41.09 30.24

13.99 0.416 5.8198 64.94 45.23 31.06

The calculated junction temperature is calculated according to (6.2) as shown in Table 6.22. The
value of the junction to case thermal resistance (RTHjc

) is 0.74
◦C
W

which is founded in the MOS-
FET data sheet [23]. The case to source thermal resistance (RTHcs

) are extracted from the data sheet
(see Fig. A.15). The source to ambient thermal resistance (RTHsa

) is extracted from the data sheet
temperature versus power dissipation curve for various drain current (see Fig. A.17). Moreover, the
junction temperature is estimated by using the normalized drain to source on resistance versus junc-
tion temperature as shown in Fig. A.1.

Table 6.22: MOSFET junction temperature calculation for different drain current

Pd RTHjc
RTHcs

RTHsa
Tamb Tjcalc.

Tjestim.
Error

(W ) (◦C/W) (◦C/W) (◦C/W) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (%)

0.7252 0.74 3 2.2 28.95 33.23198 34.4 3.11
1.3743 0.74 3 2.71 29.65 38.63696 40.05 3.53
2.2450 0.74 3 2.7 29.64 44.95641 46.88 4.10
3.9761 0.74 3 2.65 30.24 58.94341 61.98 4.89
5.8198 0.74 3 2.2 31.06 71.59426 74.21 3.52

The power dissipation and the junction temperature are alsoincreased as the drain current is increased
as shown in Fig. 6.42 and Fig. 6.43 respectively.
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Fig. 6.42Power dissipation versus drain current

Fig. 6.43Junction temperature versus drain current

The on-state resistance for various drain current is calculated by using the same two methods which
are illustrated in TEST1 and the results are shown in Table 6.23 and Fig. 6.44
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6.2. Simulation analysis using PLECS

Table 6.23: Error in the drain-source resistance by using two methods

Id(A) Vdson(V ) Rdson method1 (Ω) Rdson method1 (Ω) Error(%)

5.993 0.121 0.02109 0,02000 5.17
7.99 0.172 0.021527 0,02102 2.36
9.89 0.227 0.022952 0,022013 4.09
12.31 0.323 0.026239 0,024304 7.37
13.99 0.416 0.029736 0,026487 10.92

Fig. 6.44Drain source resistance versus drain current

For the variation of the drain current from5.993A to 13.99A, the on-state resistance (Rdson ) in-
creases only about43.35% from 49.76◦C to 145.57◦C for the MOSFET without heat sink (test 1).
Whereas it increases about39.75% from 38.1759◦C to 106.039◦C when the MOSFET is mounted
onto a small heat sink (test 2). When the MOSFET is mounted onto the big heat sink, the on-state
resistance (Rdson) increases about29.07% from 33.232◦C to 71.59◦C. These can be illustrated in
Fig. 6.45.

Fig. 6.45Comparison of drain source resistance versus drain currentfor three different tests

2. In this part, a fan is put in front of the MOSFET to cool it as shown in Fig. 6.28. Table 6.24 shows
the the case, the heat sink, and the ambient temperatures steady-state results measurement. This table
also shows the on-state resistance (Rdson) which is calculated by dividing the drain-source measured
voltage by the measured drain current. This resistance is used to estimate the junction temperature de-
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pending on the normalized drain to source on resistance versus junction temperature curve as shown
in Fig. A.1.

Table 6.24: MOSFET thermal measurement at different drain current

Id Vdson Pd Rdson Tcase Theatsink Tamb Tjestimated

(A) (V ) (W ) (Ω) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C)

5.993 0.1189 0.7126 0.019839 27.91 26.71 26.4 28.02

7.99 0.1647 1.3159 0.0206137 32.89 27.35 26.66 31.15

9.89 0.21 2.0769 0.0212336 33.02 27.33 27 33.4

12.31 0.2733 3.3643 0.0221978 35.8 27.55 27.2 36.12

13.99 0.3222 4.5076 0.023031 38.1 27.89 27.3 38.67

In the above table, it is obvious that there are reduction in the power dissipation, the junction temper-
ature, and the drain-source resistance as compared to the values by using chamber box:

• The minimum and maximum reduction in the power dissipation by using air forced cooling are
1.7% and21.2% respectively as shown in Fig. 6.46.

Fig. 6.46Reduction in power dissipation by using forced air cooling

• The minimum and maximum reduction in the drain-source resistance are1.74% and22.5%
respectively as shown in Fig. 6.47.
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Fig. 6.47Reduction in power dissipation by using forced air cooling

• The minimum and maximum reduction in the junction temperature are15.67% and45.68%
respectively as shown in Fig. 6.48.

Fig. 6.48Reduction in power dissipation by using forced air cooling

Using air forced cooling, the thermal resistance reduces approximately a factor of2 which is
calculated using (6.2). Table 6.25 shows the junction to ambient thermal resistance (RTHjc

+
RTHcs

+ RTHsa
) by using chamber box and forced air cooling.
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Table 6.25: Thermal resistance reduction by using forced air cooling

Id (A) RTHja
(Chamber box) (

◦C
W

) RTHja
(Forced air cooling) (

◦C
W

)

5.993 5.94 2.27

7.99 6.45 3.41

9.89 6.44 3.08

12.31 6.39 2.65

13.99 5.94 2.52

Table 6.26 shows the heat sink thermal resistance which is calculated by using (6.14). The junc-
tion to case thermal resistance is0.74

◦C
W

and the case to source thermal resistance is3
◦C
W

.

Table 6.26: Heat sink thermal resistance reduction by usingforced air cooling

Id (A) RTHsa
(Chamber box) (

◦C
W

) RTHsa
(Forced air cooling) (

◦C
W

) Reduction factor

5.993 2.2 1.47 1.5

7.99 2.71 0.66 4.1

9.89 2.7 0.33 8

12.31 2.65 1.09 2.4

13.99 2.2 1.22 1.8

Simulation analysis

Fig. 6.2 is the simulation model witch is used in this test. The values of the thermal isolation pad remains
the same. However, the heat sink thermal resistance for eachpower dissipation is extracted from the tem-
perature versus power dissipation curve which is given in data sheet. However, the thermal capacitance is
calculated by calculating the rise time of the heat sink temperature by using (6.12). change slightly with the
temperature of the heat sink and that is another source of theerror. Table 6.27 shows the junction to case
thermal resistance, case to source thermal resistance, source to ambient thermal resistance, and heat sink
thermal capacitance.

Table 6.27: Thermal capacitance which is used in PLECS

Id (A) RTHjc
(
◦C
W

) RTHcs
(
◦C
W

) RTHsa
(
◦C
W

) τTH (sec) CTH ( J
◦C

)

5.993 0.74 3 2.2 1613 333.2

7.99 0.74 3 2.71 1057 177.3

9.89 0.74 3 2.7 1047 176.3

12.31 0.74 3 2.65 960 164.7

13.99 0.74 3 2.2 1013 209.3

The case temperatures and heat sink temperatures are compared with the measurement results. The
maximum error between the simulation and measurement is about is about± 5.9%. Fig. 6.49 to Fig. 6.53
show the simulation result for each power dissipation step.
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Fig. 6.49Measurement and experimental results withId = 5.984A
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Fig. 6.50Measurement and experimental results withId = 7.99A
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Fig. 6.51Measurement and experimental results withId = 9.89A
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Fig. 6.52Measurement and experimental results withId = 12.31A
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Fig. 6.53Measurement and experimental results withId = 13.99A

Table 6.28 shows the percentage error between the simulation and experimental results

Table 6.28: Measurement and simulation thermal calculation error

Pd Tcasemeasur. Tcasesim. Error% Thsmeasur. Thssim. Error%

0.7252 30.92 32.44 -4.916 30.55 30.38 0.556

1.3743 36.55 37.12 -1.560 33.28 33.24 0.120

2.2450 42.71 41.75 2.248 35.76 35.38 1.063

3.9761 54.71 52.49 2.940 41.09 40.59 1.217

5.8198 64.94 61.09 5.929 45.23 43.75 3.272
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Results from present work

The main goal of this thesis was to model a MOSFET in PLECS/Simulink thermally. Results from the ex-
periments and simulation were compared. Moreover, the temperature measurement circuit was designed to
measure the case, heat sink, ambient temperature.

In order to study the thermal behavior of the MOSFET, three case set-up were considered. In the first
one the MOSFET was not attached to a heat sink. The results forthis test showed that the drain current
could not be increased higher than10A because of increasing the junction temperature too much after some
minutes. In the second one, the MOSFET was screwed onto a small heat sink to cool down the device and
in this case set-up two tests were studied. firstly, the MOSFET was put inside a chamber box to prevent
air flowing. Secondly, a fan was used to cool down the MOSFET. The results from these tests showed that
the power dissipation, on-state resistance, and junction temperature reduce by using the chamber box and
forced air cooling as compared to the results from the first test as shown in Fig. 7.1. In the third one the
MOSFET was screwed onto a big heat sink. Also, in this case set-up the chamber box and the forced cooling
fan were studied. The results showed that the big heat sink and forced air cooling have substantial effect on
the power dissipation and junction temperature of the MOSFET. Fig. 7.1 reveals how the power dissipation
increases for different drain current.

Fig. 7.1Power dissipation versus drain current
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Fig. 7.2 highlights how the junction temperature rise for different drain current.

Fig. 7.2Junction temperature versus drain current

For these three tests, satisfactory results were achieved.Comparison between the simulation and exper-
imental results proved the accuracy of the MOSFET thermal model with maximum error about±5%.

In this thesis a reliable temperature measurement circuit was designed with an accuracy of±1%. En-
suring better cooling to reduce the power dissipation and the junction temperature which indicate that the
MOSFT can still handle higher drain current.
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7.2 Future work

It is recommended to further validate the developed model by:

1. Taking measurements of SIC devices to verify that they allperform similarly in terms of their thermal
behavior under the same experimental power levels.

2. Using more thermocouples located at many different locations to validate the thermal model with
more precision. The use of a thermal camera may also aid to verify these readings.

3. Changing the heat sink and isolation pad to check if the thewhole module of the device under low
and high power levels is being adequately modeled.

4. Increase the speed of the flowing air to make sure that the thermal resistance decreases by factor4

and validate the results with the thermal model results.

5. Include the switching losses to calculate the total powerdissipation. This is due to that during the
transition from off-state to on-state and vice versa both the current through and the voltage across the
device are larger than zero and this leads to large instantaneously power dissipation. The simulation
of switching losses is usually challenging because it requires a quite detailed and accurate thermal
model.
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Figure A.1: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.2: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.3: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.4: mos4
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Figure A.5: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.6: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.7: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.8: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.9: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.10: MOSFET data sheet
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Figure A.11: Small heat sink
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Figure A.12: pt1000 data sheet
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Figure A.13: pt1000 data sheet
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Figure A.14: 4 A Dual-Channel Gate Driver ADUM3220 pin configuration
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Figure A.15: Thermal isolation pad
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austerlitz electronic

Kühlschienen
Extruded profiles / Profiles extrudes de refroidissement

KS 50

KS 54.1

KS 54.1

Länge (mm): 25/37,5/50/75/100/150/
1000

Gewicht (g/cm): 5,4

R th K/W: ca. 3,5 bzw. 1,9
Material: AIMgSi 0,5
Oberfläche: schwarz eloxiert
Gewicht (g): 50 bzw. 100
Gehäuse: TO 220

Länge (mm): 25/37,5/50/75/100/150/
1000

Gewicht (g/cm): 13

10 20 30

Verlustleistung P (W)

Bestell-Nr. KS 54.1-37,5 E 3 x M3
KS 54.1-- 75 E 6 x M3

KS 54.1- 37.5 75

20 3010
Verlustleistung P (W)

Verlustleistung P (W)

Figure A.16: Small heat sink
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austerlitz electronic

Kühlschienen
Extruded profiles / Profiles extrudes de refroidissement

KS 108
Länge (mm): 50/75/100/150/1000
Gewicht (g/cm): 25,6

KS 111
Länge (mm): 50/75/100/150/1000
Gewicht (g/cm): 17,5

KS 112.1 Länge (mm): 50/75/100/150/1000
Gewicht (g/cm): 87

KS 120.9 Länge (mm): 37,5/50/75/100/150/1000
Gewicht (g/cm): 59,2

10 20 30
Verlustleistung P (W)

KS 111- 25

10 20 30
Verlustleistung P (W)

30
Verlustleistung P (W)

60 90

25 50 75
Verlustleistung P (W)

Figure A.17: Big heat sink
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